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PRESS:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

Harry Eager,

The Maui News

(Gavel.)

Will the Energy and Economic

3

Development Committee please come to order.

4

-- Members of the Committee are Vice-Chair Danny

5

Mateo, Member Carroll, Member Kane.

6

is -- will be here shortly.

7

We have

Member Hokama

For our Staff, we have Tammy Frias and our

8

Legislative Analyst, Lance Taguchi.

From Staff, we

9

have Don -- John Summers from the Planning

10

Department, and our Corporation Counsel is on-call,

11

should we need their services.

12

The purpose of today's meeting is to -- is

13

more introductory to a topic -- or both topics, an

14

introductory for the first one, which is the Maui

15

Redevelopment Agency.

16

an update on where they are with redevelopment plans

17

for the Wailuku area.

18

They are going to provide us

Our second topic is on the Model Energy Code,

19

which is the introduction of Maui County's version

20

of the Maui Energy -- of the Hawaii Energy Code, and

21

its presentation will be pertinent for further

22

discussion.

23

It is not the Chair's intention to have any

24

decisions made on either of these two items here

25

today but more informational for the general public
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4

and for us.

2

So at this point in time, there were some

3

people that signed up to testify.

4

anyone who has to testify because they cannot wait

5

or they have other commitments before we finish the

6

presentations, we would entertain that testimony

7

now, if there's anyone who wishes to do so.
Stephanie, are you waiting until after the

8

9
10

And if there's

presentation?

ITEM NO. 12:

WAILUKU MUNICIPAL MULTIPURPOSE CENTER
AND PARKING STRUCTURE (C.C. No. 02-245)

11

12

MS. OHIGASHI:

Yes.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

So other testimony would be taken

14

by item and after the presentation of -- from the

15

different org -- groups.

16

Members, at this time, the first item,

17

EEO-12, is the Wailuku Municipal Multipurpose Center

18

and Parking Structure, and they are going to do a

19

PowerPoint presentation to us as -- in addition to

20

the various story boards you have in front of you.

21

At this time, I would like to turn the

22

meeting over to I guess it is Mr. George Rixey.

23

you doing the meeting?

24

MR. RIXEY:

Chris Hart.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Oh, Mr. Chris Hart.

Okay.
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1

because George just went out the door.

2

Hart is representing the

3

MR. HART:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Chris

I think John wanted to say something first.
Okay, Maui Redevelopment Agency, but first

5

let's get some comments from the Planning Department

6

and John Summers.

7

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Thank you, Madame Chair, Members of the

8

Energy and Economic Development Committee, as well

9

as the public.

We would like to note that we have

10

Planning Director Foley here today, as well as Maui

11

Redevelopment Agency Chairman Clyde Kono and

12

Stephanie Ohigashi who also serves on the Agency.

13

Basically, this Project is the culmination of

14

over 15 years of work by the Community, as well as

15

the MRA in trying to effectuate and implement a

16

redevelopment plan for the Municipal Parking Lot

17

site.

18

In December of 2000, the Members will note

19

that the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan was adopted by

20

this Council.

21

actions of that plan is a comprehensive master plan

22

of the Municipal Lot site for additional parking

23

capacity, as well as activity-generating land uses.

24
25

And one of the key implementing

In September of 2001, the County did contract
to have that master plan prepared.

And in September
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1

of 2002, the scope was amended to include additional

2

work in terms of incorporating municipal office

3

space component into the Project.
So with that, I'd like to thank our

4

5

consultant team for all of the hard work they've

6

done on this project.

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.
Before we go any further,

I'd

8

like to also recognize that we have Mr. Dave DeLeon

9

from the Mayor's Office who will be the liaison with

--

10

this Project, I

11

you for being here, Mr. Foley.

12

MR. HART:

I assume.

Thank you.

And before I say a few words,

And thank

I'd like to

13

acknowledge that Jocelyn Perreira is also here from

14

Wailuku Main Street Association.

15

involvement, we would not have been able to come up

16

with an option, PC-I, that you'll see more of as we

17

do the PowerPoint presentation.

18

And without their

Thank you very much, Madame Chair, and I'd

19

just like to basically indicate that the Wailuku

20

Municipal Parking Lot Project, itself, was actually

21

initiated back in 1964 by the County, and it's been

22

40 years as a surface parking lot.

23

And while this happened in Wailuku with -- as

24

a result of the construction of shopping centers

25

primarily in the Kahului area, the shopping centers
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1

have essentially polarized the commercial center of

2

Wailuku that actually did exist traditionally,

3

historically.

4

And there's been an effort.

I'm going to try

5

to bring about revitalization to Wailuku, and that's

6

a noble task.

7

aspects of revitalization is the aspect of parking.

8

And the success of any commercial shopping center is

9

dependent on -- on accessible and available parking.

10

And one of the really important

So the parking structure, itself, after 40

11

years, is -- is a needed improvement in Wailuku to

12

continue or sustain the economic revitalization of

13

Wailuku.

14

And the issue of -- of -- of basically

15

providing a solution is something that involved the

16

whole community.

17

actually -- it was composed of some very able

18

professionals.

19

We actually -- our team, we

And the professional that was probably the

20

most important is the Watry Design Group, which is a

21

nationally known parking lot -- parking garage or

22

municipal parking garage development and -- design

23

and development firm out of Redwood City,

24

California.

25

And essentially, the proposed option, PC-1,
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is technically designed to be a very feasible

1

is

2

and efficient structure, user-friendly structure,

3

and that -- that structure is basically shown here,

4

and you'll see -- certainly see more in the

5

PowerPoint.

6

The Project, itself, evolved, and of course

7

there's -- there's been a concern and a desire to

8

maintain Wailuku as the commercial center and also

9

traditionally, the government center of Maui County.

10

And over time, what has happened is, of

11

course, that not only has commercial activity been

12

polarized away from Wailuku, but also the government

13

municipal facilities have been essentially polarized

14

or relocated out of Wailuku with the opening of the

15

war memorial facility.

16

There's quite a few government offices that

17

went there and, of course, where the government

18

service center and the old Woolworth's building and

19

so there's -- there's definitely been a concern that

20

government and municipal offices have been basically

21

relocated out of Wailuku.

22

So that was essentially the genesis for the

23

Municipal Service Center Study as basically an

24

amendment to the Municipal Parking Garage Study.

25

And I -- I -- I really want to credit George Rixey,
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1

and also I would like to credit Mike Summers who was

2

the manager of the Project -- both projects for

3

Chris Hart & Partners and George representing Artel

4

Architects here on Maui.
And George is a very talented architect, and

5

really believe that what we've come up with not

6

I

7

only for the parking structure but also for the

8

Municipal Service Center is a -- an architectural

9

solution that's feasible and also compatible with

10

the character of -- urban design character of

11

Wailuku, and this will definitely be something that

12

would make us all proud as we move forward into the

13

future.

14

And I -- and at this time in Wailuku, there

15

is definitely an evidence of revitalization taking

16

place.

17

buildings being built, and there is not sufficient

18

parking.

19

this time that we really look seriously at the

20

Municipal Parking Structure.

21

But even with that, you know, there are

And I believe that it's very critical at

I have a friend who is -- basically rented in

22

33 Market Street.

He's not a judge, but he would

23

tell me if he wasn't at his office by 8 o'clock in

24

the morning in order to get a 12-hour parking space,

25

he had to get up and leave and go move his car every
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10

two hours.

2

You know, that's not really a basic -- that's

3

not really the kind of -- of activity that's really

4

productive in terms of renting an office.

5

I, myself, looked at the office building

6

that's being constructed right now at the corner of

7

Market and -- and Vineyard Street, that was the Ed

8

Bello property, and I rejected it because I have ten

9

employees, and basically, we have eight cars.

10

And I can't expect my employees to just go

11

find parking.

I'd have to actually not only invest

12

in a building, but I also have to invest in a

13

parking lot.

14

So the Municipal Parking Structure is a

15

catalyst, and it will continue to be a catalyst, and

16

it's something that's needed for the revitalization

17

of Wailuku.

18

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

Okay, we'll take a

19

short recess so we can bring the screen down and set

20

up the chamber.

Recess.

21

RECESS:

9:15 a.m.

22

RECONVENE:

9:16 a.m.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel.)
Thank you.

(Gavel.)

Will the meeting please come to

24

order.

At this time, Mike Summers, I

25

believe you're the one charged with doing the
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1

presentation for us.

2

over to Mike Summers.

3

Note:

4

MR. M. SUMMERS:

So at this time, I'll turn it

PowerPoint presentation.
Today, we have two PowerPoint

5

presentations for you, and each PowerPoint provides

6

a summary of the two documents that you have.

7

The first document, which is dated January,

8

2004, provides a summary of the Municipal Parking

9

Lot Master Plan.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

MR. M. SUMMERS:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

MR. M. SUMMERS:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MR. M. SUMMERS:

We need him to use the mike.
which primarily centers around the --

He's using the mike.
-- the issue of the structural -Mike, could you hold on for just a second?
Right.

So the first master plan

16

primarily centers around the issue of the parking

17

structure at the Municipal Lot site, and the first

18

PowerPoint will summarize that.

19

And the second master plan will address civic

20

uses of both the Municipal Lot site and the Civic

21

District site.

22

presentation, and George Rixey will also be

23

providing information regarding architecture and

24

site planning, and Chris is here to provide

25

additional comments as well.

I will be initiating the PowerPoint
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So this Project was initiated in December of

2

2001 when the County of Maui contracted our firm,

3

put together a master plan for the Municipal Parking

4

Lot site.

5

Now, this project had three primary phases,

6

and the first phase was to prepare a site

7

development analysis, and the second phase was to

8

prepare -- prepare a master plan, and the third

9

phase was to prepare an environmental assessment.

10

Now, the preparation of the master plan

11

required that three conceptual land use concepts and

12

physical design concepts be prepared for the

13

Municipal Parking Lot site.

14

were to be refined and a preferred alternative

15

selected from those.

16

And those alternatives

We were to engage in public participation,

17

host a community workshop, and prepare budget

18

estimates for the different alternatives.

19

The preparation of the environmental

20

assessment has not yet begun.

21

initiated once the County Council decides which

22

option they would like to pursue and once there's

23

some clarification on potential land uses, if any,

24

on the remnant parcel.

25

That process will be

The Project team consisted of a -- of a
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really very qualified professional group of local

2

architects and engineers, as well as the Watry

3

Design Group out of Redwood City, California.

4

We worked with Maui Architectural Group,

5

George Rixey.

6

civil engineer.

7

work.

8

studies, and we had Jill Engledow prepare a

9

historical report for us.

10

Warren S. Unemori Engineering was our
Phillip Rowell did our traffic

Island Geotechnical prepared the soil

As you all notice, the parking issue has been

11

a long

12

Wailuku Town.

13

advocating for this parking structure for over a

14

decade, and they've been working with surrounding

15

property owners and others to try to -- to try to

16

make this -- make this Project happen.

17

long, ongoing issue of discussion in
The Main Street Association has been

Really kind of the -- I think one of the

18

major events that took place was an AlA-sponsored

19

design charette which occurred in December -- or

20

June, 2000, when a number of local professional

21

architects got together with other members of the

22

community and came up with design plans for the --

23

for the -- for the site.

24
25

And at the site, we had six different teams,
six different products that came out of that,
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everything ranging from below -- below-ground

2

parking, a subsurface structure with open spaces and

3

parks and historical activities on top, to pretty

4

much a full build-out of the site with parking and

5

some retail fronting it.

6

This Project is also a major

major

7

implementing action of the Maui Redevelopment Plan.

8

It's identified on four separate occasions in the

9

action chart as an implementation strategy for

10
11

revitalization.
The first phase of the product -- Project was

12

to engage in site analysis work.

13

overview of the area looking at constraints and

14

opportunities.

15

characteristics of the site, looking at slopes and

16

soil characteristics and prevailing wind patterns.

17

We analyzed on- and off-site infrastructure

18

capacity, and we looked at planning and regulatory

19

requirements.

20

We -- we did an

We analyzed the physical

As I mentioned before, Jill Engledow did a

21

historical study for us, and she worked closely with

22

the Maui Historical Society and came up with some

23

great maps.

24

the site.

25

This map is a -- is an actual map of

Back in 1927, you've got Main Street here on
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the south, and you've got Vineyard on the north.

2

You have Market on the -- on the east, and Church on

3

the west and Kalua Road, which is now Pili Street,

4

bisects the site.
And at that time, Wailuku was a really

5
6

diverse, dynamic area, lots of different uses going

7

on, everything from movie houses to churches,

8

Buddhist missions, fish -- retailers,

9

different activities going on.

just a lot of

Anyway, we'll skip the next one.

10

That was a

11

map of 1945, and it showed pretty much the same

12

thing, only Kalua had changed to Pili Street.

13

This is an aerial photo of the site.

What's

14

interesting is just to notice how central the site

15

is to the commercial core.

16

2.196-acre site, it has 208 parking stalls, and it

17

really is pretty much the largest -- well, it is the

18

largest undeveloped site in Wailuku.

19

you've got Main, Market, Church, and Vineyard.

It's -- it's a

And again,

And here you get a nice view from One Main

20
21

Plaza.

22

characteristics of buildings around the site, and

23

the scale of those buildings.

24
25

You see the site, you see the existing

Site development analysis and a couple of
very telling things with the view corridors, you've
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got a really nice view corridor coming off of Pili

2

Street of the Pacific ocean.

3

view corridor coming up at the lao Valley, and of

4

course you got views from Vineyard looking out

5

towards Haleakala.

You've got a very nice

We also have pedestrian connections linking

6

7

Main Street with the parking structure and Market

8

Street, and you want to enhance those and take

9

advantage of them.

10

This -- this exhibit is very important.

It

11

shows you kind of the scale of buildings around the

12

site.

13

that we're pretty much surrounded by large

14

buildings.

15

Main Street Promenade, pretty significant buildings.

From looking at the site, you can see the --

You've got the Executive Center, the

And in the left, the site opens up once you

16

17

move across Pili Street.

18

primary objectives of the study was to design a

19

structure that would fit within the fabric of the

20

town.

And again, one of the

Our concept parameters that were basically

21
22

put on us as far as the scope of services was -- was

23

to develop a structure that had 400 to 500 parking

24

stalls.

25

of 45 feet.

We were not to exceed the building height
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The Project was to be compatible with the

1

2

unique sense of place of Wailuku, and we were

3

importantly supposed to provide three concepts

4

differentiated by the degree of open space, mix of

5

use with a number of parking stalls, parking

6

structure, building designs, and automobile and

7

pedestrian circulation opportunity.

8

was not to exceed 7 million.

And the budget

We carne up with three options, Options A, B,

9
10

and C.

11

preconsultation with community organizations, the

12

Main Street Association, their Parking and Design

13

Committee, and property owners, we carne up with a

14

preferred option.

15

And after a considerable amount of

This option has a lot of very important

16

advantages relative to the other options.

17

zoom in on the plan here.

18

preferred option, PC-I, has -- it maintains Pili

19

Street, there -- thereby creating a better access

20

into the structure.

21

The

I'll just

the -- the

It also preserves the view corridors, mauka

22

and makai.

It provides a generous 20,500 acre

23

square foot remnant parcel that could be used for

24

redevelopment.

25

we'll talk about later.

We have some land use concepts that
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18

It provides a very generous service alley

2

around the structure.

That will obviously benefit

3

people that are moving service vehicles like police,

4

fire, waste pickup, etc.

5

access into the structure, and we've got a

6

light-well.

We've got Main Street

7

This structure has 3 -- 280 -- or 389 parking

8

stalls with some of that parking occurring on grade,

9

90-degree stalls.

10

11

It's a really nicely designed,

efficient parking structure.
We did some architecture simulations of the

12

Project.

13

Design Group.

14

conceptual, and I'm sure as we move forward with

15

this Project, certain parts of the design might

16

change, but this is a -- really using some nice

17

architectural characteristics.

18

This simulation was prepared by Watry
And of course these are very

We've got a little Hawaiiana represented in

19

the stair towers.

20

on the lao Theatre were some design details.

21

breaking up the massing of the structure with

22

canopies using earth tone colors.

23

We're using a tile roof, pick up
We're

It's important -- also important to notice

24

that we're taking advantage of the grade on the site

25

so you're basically looking at a three-level
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1

structure, and you've got one sublevel element to

2

this building.
And this is a view from -- from Pili Street,

3
4

and you'll notice that the lao Valley is in the

5

background.

6

What's important to note here is that you've got

7

two -- you know, the -- the Executive Center and the

8

Main Street Promenade, it gives you a sense of

9

scale.

10

And another view of the structure.

A major part of this Project was to look at

11

activity-generating land uses, what kinds of land

12

uses would help to facilitate revitalization in the

13

redevelopment area, and we looked at three options.

14

The first option was a residential mixed use

15

scenario.

16

educational scenario, and the third option was a

17

municipal office mixed use scenario.

18

The second option was a civic cultural

And again, you can see the area in orange.

19

You also had two -- we had two undeveloped parcels

20

on either side of the Project, and some of the

21

scenarios leverage those as well.

22

The first scenario was looking at residential

23

mixed uses.

This scenario really takes advantage of

24

creating a residential base to the -- to the town.

25

It's a well-established economic development theory
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1

that when you have residential uses in a commercial

2

core, those uses -- that type of a use will -- will

3

facilitate investment into services, retail and

4

and restaurants, etc., and so this is obviously an

5

important component of any economic development

6

strategy.

7

This particular scenario provides second

8

floor multifamily and residential opportunities on

9

top.

Some of the uses that we'd be looking at would

10

be boutique retail, groceries, services, multifamily

11

residential, ethnic restaurants, pocket park, plaza,

12

etc.

13

And this gives you another kind of view of --

14

of what that might look like.

15

a pedestrian connection through the center of the

16

Project to kind of break up the massing, place where

17

people could gather.

18

We're sure to include

We also incorporated access to a stair tower

19

through the Farmer's Market, which might be a nice

20

possibility.

21

notice in this conceptual drawing, you've got a lot

22

of people in and around that plaza.

23

And a close-up on that.

Again, you'll

The second opportunity that we looked at was

24

to take -- take -- really try to take advantage of

25

Wailuku's outstanding historic resource, its
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cultural resources, and try to leverage that and use

2

this large site to create a real critical mass of

3

activity-generated land uses.
And when we talk about that, we mean uses

4
5

that are going to be pumping money into Wailuku

6

after, you know,

7

through Friday so -- Monday through Sunday so this

8

will definitely do that.

5 o'clock, twenty-four seven Monday

What's important to note is that again, a lot

9
10

of communities across the country, especially

11

communities with important cultural and historic

12

resources have -- have taken advantage of those and

13

created museums, etc., to show those resources to --

14

to people visiting.
We took a look at the possibility of doing

15
16

like a native Hawaiian cultural history center with

17

a major emphasis on Hawaiian life, a center that

18

might highlight our diverse ethnic backgrounds here

19

on Maui.

20

military history we have here.

21

theatre,

22

do.

23

driver.

You could have a

lots of different opportunities you could

And again, this would be a real economic

And we get a close-up of what that might look

24
25

You could do something with the unique

like.

Sorry, this computer's a little sticky.
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1

also wanted to take a look at the -- what the site

2

might be -- look like with municipal office uses,

3

and we'll go into far greater detail in our next

4

PowerPoint presentation on what this might look

5

like.

6

But again, municipal office space downtown

7

would immediately alleviate the County's current

8

shortage of office space and would draw people

9

downtown during regular business hours.

We have

10

in this Project, hopefully you could have some mixed

11

uses, as well as commercial -- or as well as

12

government and commercial office space.

13

This is one scenario that George will

14

describe in greater detail, and it's a -- it's a

15

little bit -- it's a -- it's a less dense

16

alternative and a more dense alternative.

17

And a little summary, and all this

18

information is in your books so I won't dwell on it.

19

But again, you got 389 stalls, 7.173 construction

20

cost on that structure, 20,500 square feet

21

additional land area.

22

there's been some discussion of that, that's a

23

possible value.

24
25

And if it was to be sold,

Thank you very much, and now we'll move into
our next presentation.

Okay, the second real --
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1

well, the second half of it -- I -- I'm not sure

2

it's half of the Project, but another major part of

3

the Project was to take a look at municipal office

4

uses, both at the Municipal Parking Lot site, as

5

well as within the Civic District, and we were

6

tasked

7

we have two scenarios.
We have the Municipal Lot site and then come

8

up with two scenarios on how we can achieve

9

long-term supply at the Municipal Civic Center site.

10

And we'll start with the Municipal Parking Lot site.

11

Now, George will be giving the overview.

12

going to quickly go through the summary.

13

I'm just

The first scenario is a less dense

14

alternative.

15

different types of uses, you could have

16

approximately 17,150 square feet of retail, 35,000

17

square feet of office, for a total 52,162 square

18

feet.

19

If you were to break it up into

Of course, that can all be municipal office.
The cost would be approximately 13 million.

20

The new structure, of courser would cost 7.17

21

million so the total cost would be 20.17 million.

22

MR. RIXEY:

Good morning, everybody, George Rixey.

I just

23

want to further expand on this a little bit.

The --

24

the difference between these next few

25

we're going to see, Option A and Option B, is -- is
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1

to try to maximize the potential for square footage

2

for the remnant parcel area -- for the remnant

3

parcel area, which would be here, but at the same

4

time not only maximize the square footage but still

5

keep it consistent and in keeping with the Wailuku

6

design guidelines, you know, stories, limits of

7

stories, characteristics of the building, and still

8

trying to maintain pedestrian accessibility and flow

9

through the different shops and areas.

10

Another advantage, too,

is to break it up

11

into two parts to try to reduce the sense of two

12

masses of a scale.

13

feeling of the environment on Vineyard and Church

14

and Market than there is on Main Street so we have

15

to try to incorporate that and reflect that.

There's a whole different

And another advantage of breaking it up into

16
17

two parts is that if it were to be used for any

18

retail component on the lower level, that now you

19

have far more street frontage,

20

shops.

21

shops.

22

as it were, for the

So there's a lot more accessibility to the

This is a close-up.

So you can see the flow

23

that goes through, shade trees,

24

back from the sidewalks to get a lot of good

25

pedestrian accessibility.
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Okay, next slide.

1

Okay.

All right.

So this

2

would be the elevation conceptual design for a more

3

dense use.

4

in the Wailuku Redevelopment Zoning Guidelines and

5

Design Guidelines, three stories.

It'd be three stories, as it's limited

So the lower level would be open, accessible

6

7

to pedestrians, giving it a light feeling,

less --

8

less sort of commercial officey for that -- that

9

area.

But the whole building, itself, could be all

10

offices.

11

perhaps, retail, office, and residential on the

12

upper third level.

13

That -- but then the vision would be,

Another thing, too, is the third level is

14

actually recessed back from the facade of the two

15

stories so you maintain this scale of the two

16

stories, which is reflective of what's across the

17

street on Vineyard, and then the -- the third level

18

sets back a little bit.

19

got the pitched roofs which further,

20

of lowers the skyline so the building's not too

21

oppressive.

22

Next.

And then, of course, you've
you know, sort

Then the second concept, Concept B --

23

well, I should also say that Concept A is probably

24

more reflective of office use and mixed use and

25

residential.
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1

Concept B looks at sort of a more detailed

2

plan that is really more truly reflective of what's

3

going on, on Vineyard Street, where you don't just

4

have solid streetscape all the way up and down, but

5

really there's pockets of space that are left open,

6

buildings come forward.

7

And also, Concept B would maybe be more

8

conducive to cultural and entertainment-type uses

9

and would afford more possibility for more small

10

businesses.

11

So you see, it's much more fractured and

12

broken up.

13

smaller, more intimate.

14

concepts of the flow through the middle, and

15

actually, it flows through, you know, all -- all the

16

way around.

17

The scale of the buildings becomes much
It still has the same basic

The square footage,

I didn't read over the

18

chart the square footage, but of course to do this,

19

the square footage is less than it was on the first

20

version.

21

blowup, places for outdoor restaurants, outdoor

22

cultural activities and whatnot.

23

There you can see, you know, more of a

And then the scale gets broken down much

24

more.

This is more -- really more conducive or

25

reflective of what's going on, on Vineyard Street,
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1

and it makes it much more open in flow for people

2

that could come in and out of spaces.

3

about 31,000 square feet compared to 52,000 square

4

feet.

5

MR. M. SUMMERS:

And it's

Okay, now we're in the Civic District

6

area.

7

take a look at all government facilities,

8

take a look at what's happening with the State

9

and -- and the County, it's a pretty -- pretty

10

Civic District site

well, actually, if you
if you

significant area.
But the Civic Center -- Center site, itself,

11

12

is about 4.66 acres.

It's bounded by Wells Street,

13

South High, Kaohu Street, you've got your surface

14

parking here, and I think that's Napua Street,

15

and -- so that's your project area.
The -- the site currently has approximately

16

17

110,638 square feet of building area and 320 parking

18

stalls.

19

basically the Kalana -- Kalana Pakui Building, the

20

Kalana 0 Maui, and we're adding in the County

21

Courthouse.

22

square feet.

Now, if you add it up, it's -- it's

So you're looking at about 110,638

And again, you can see the area I'm talking

23
24

about.

Our planning objectives for Phase I would be

25

obviously to accommodate short- and medium-term
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1

office and parking space demand, and the longer term

2

objective of course to be able to accommodate

3

long-term office and parking space demand, and I'll

4

let George just talk about some of the site planning

5

objectives.

6

MR. RIXEY:

Apart from the obvious of trying to maximize

7

the potential use for the site, square footage of

8

buildings, and parking, and just try to see, you

9

know, how much can actually fit in there still

10

within that comfortable context for Wailuku, equally

11

important is that whatever happens in the Civic

12

District area if we were to redevelop it, we want to

13

reflect that -- the whole -- the whole area is

14

really a reflection of our people, just, you know,

15

of how we view ourselves as a people in our

16

community.

17

And it should reflect a sense of pride and a

18

sense of place, how we feel about our environment

19

and our ohana.

20

and reflect what's happened in the past, that we

21

have a respect for our past, but at the same time,

22

we want to show a vision for the future, grow with

23

the future.

24
25

It really wants to sort of carry us

And all of these things, you know, if we take
into consideration, you know, its location and how
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1

close proximity it is to the Historic District in

2

Wailuku, which -- it was a welcoming sort of

3

atmosphere, it's -- it's an important atmosphere,

4

has a comfortable scale about it.

5

All these things together, they sort of

6

combine to allow to create sort of a campus-like

7

environment for the -- for the development of the

8

civic area.

9

the idea of de-emphasizing the automobile that's

And in part with that, you would

is

10

still allowing for accessibility and try to make it

11

a more pedestrian-oriented type environment.

12

MR. M. SUMMERS:

Again, you know, just -- the -- the

13

long-term build-out of this -- of this Project would

14

occur in several phases.

15

would be broken up into three separate phases.

16

that could be implemented over a medium term time

17

period.

18

But Phase I, specifically,

Phase I would include redevelopment of the

19

of the post office and the implementation of a

20

surface parking lot up at the Wailuku -- Wailuku

21

Union Church site.

22

And

And Phase B would -- which would be obviously

23

a longer-term type of project, would occur at the

24

Kaohu Street parking lot and would -- would include

25

a parking structure with an office building fronting
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1

it.

2

And Phase C would be the possibility of a

3

Planning Department expansion.

4

a little bit about the post office redevelopment.

5

That would be a part of Phase I-A.

6

MR. RIXEY:

And George will talk

The -- we were looking at the post office for

7

its potential use as a renovation.

8

just tear the thing down and, you know, start over,

9

but there is potential for it as a -- as a

10
11

We could always

renovation.
The scale, again, is compatible with what's

12

there now or what -- what want to be there.

13

structure, the concrete structure when it was built

14

and how it was built, is very solid, as well as the

15

building that we're in now, in terms of its basic

16

structure.

17

for the space to grow.

18

And the

So we were just looking at the potential

Again, it's similar to the concepts that we

19

were looking at for office space in Wailuku Town.

20

It's try to keep the scale down without getting the

21

buildings too oppressive.

22

This would be four-story.

You would have the

23

parking below, mid level set back slightly for the

24

third level, and then you'd have a fourth level with

25

mezzanine spaces above.
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And so really right now, the

2

thing with the building now is just

3

tear off the skin -- next slide.

4

reskin it, and put a new roof on top.
This is

5

the main
you would

Tear off the skin,

this is a expansion for an

6

addition onto the side.

7

here so what we would do is expand that parking in a

8

portion of the bottom of the basement of the

9

existing building and then add three more levels on

10

top of that.

11

looking like that.

12

little bit more.

13

MR. M. SUMMERS:

Right now, there's parking

So you could get something similar to
Yeah, I'll go ahead and do it a

Yeah, Phase I-A, at least Phase I-A as --

14

as we had envisioned it, would include obviously the

15

post office redevelopment, which George just talked

16

about.

17

additional office space, and we've broken that down

18

into some of the costs.

That would be 34,600 square feet of

19

You can see that the land purchase would be

20

we're just estimating approximately 2 million, and

21

the total cost of that would be about 13.5.

22

structure was totally knocked down and redeveloped

23

as a new building, George is estimating that that

24

cost would be approximately 18.1 million.

25

We'd also -- George, can (inaudible).
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1

obviously, the second component of this project

2

would be the Aupuni Street parking lot.

3

anticipate 162 paid parking stalls being created,

4

and that cost would be approximately $500,000, and

5

that would include your permitting and -- costs.

6

We

The other port -- or part of this phase would

7

be to conduct a structural survey of this building

8

that we're in to see if it can be reused.

9

pretty confident that it can, but obviously you want

George is

10

to have that verified by a civil engineer and

11

structural engineer, and you'd also be doing

12

construction documents and permitting for the Kaohu

13

Street parking structure.

14

B of -- of the Phase I Project.

15

MR. RIXEY:

Okay.

Now, this would be Phase

So this is where the outdoor parking is

16

currently on Kaohu Street.

Because there

there's

17

quite a steep grade from High Street down to -- I

18

guess it's (inaudible), a good portion of a -- of a

19

fairly significant garage can be buried.

20

So you have -- basically, you have two

21

stories below grade at this end, and you'd be

22

driving out at grade at this end.

23

potential for getting a lot of parking without

24

getting too large of a building.

25

So it really has

One -- one option for this is to have this
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1

front portion be more office space, as it's a two --

2

two- or three-story building facing High Street, and

3

then this would be the parking structure here with

4

two -- two accesses in and out.

5

That's sort of a design concept of what it

6

could look like along High Street.

7

keep the scale down, two stories to three stories,

8

and then build it out on -- onto the sides.

9

Again, try to

One of the purposes for this -- the massing,

10

again,

11

big, massive box building but try to break that

12

scale down.

13

footprint overall, you want to keep that scale down

14

so it's reflective of the library and reflective of

15

the State Building and also the Planning Office

16

Building.

17

is to try to keep from getting too large of a

So even though this is a great

Here's a -- you can see down Kaohu Street the

18

grade.

19

is actually, one, two, three -- one, two, three,

20

four,

21

reads as more like a three-story building.

22

So you can see that what you'd end up with

five levels of parking, but yet the building

This is -- there's potential small additions

23

for the Planning Office Building, bringing access

24

walkway and a small wing off of the upper level of

25

the courtyard that's currently in front of the
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County Building, possibly doing some addition work

2

in the -- in the public hearing area, and then

3

adding a two-story addition to the back.

4

The front of the building, you know, is

5

pretty comfortable in its characteristic.

6

of the building, I think pretty much they forgot

7

about it, but there's been several additions on it

8

since so the idea would be to start to bring

9

characteristic from the front to the back.

10

MR. M. SUMMERS:

The back

Just quickly, the Phase I benefits for

11

the Project would be to address the office space

12

and -- and parking needs, improve operating

13

efficiency for -- for County workers, relieve

14

traffic and on-site parking congestion within

15

neighboring residential areas, enhancing the -- the

16

District's urban design character, and strengthening

17

the economic linkage between Wailuku's business

18

community and the County Government.

19

Just kind of a big picture of the long-term

20

planning potential for the site, again, existing

21

conditions, 110,638 square feet with 320 parking

22

stalls.

23

Concept A, which basically involves adding on

24

to the existing building that we're in today and

25

and redeveloping the site would provide you with
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1

256,238 square feet of office space and a total of

2

910 parking stalls.
In Concept B, which would involve removing

3

4

this building and

5

would give you approximately 236,738 square feet and

6

900 parking stalls.

7

this long-term plan.

8

9

MR. RIXEY:

Okay.

A and B?

and starting over, basically,

And George can quickly go over

This would be -- do we have slides for

Okay,

just -- just real quickly, generally

10

again, we wanted to try to create like a campus-like

11

environment, reduce emphasis on the automobile, get

12

the parking sort of on the perimeters, but allow you

13

some -- there's still parking in here, too, for easy

14

accessibility, but -- but also at the same time sort

15

of keep this open free for pedestrian area,

16

gathering area, court areas.

17

The important thing about doing that is we

18

can create changes to this existing building by

19

adding on a perimeter around it and bringing it at a

20

low scale, say four to five stories that sort of

21

lets this tower blend into the landscape.
At the same time, it starts to create facades

22
23

and

and entrances that are pleasing to look at

24

and inviting to bring you in, and -- and the flow

25

would go right through the building, open up this
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back portion so it's not so dungeony as it is now.
And another thing reflecting from the

2

3

historic area, we'd make this much more of an open

4

green space-type environment so it balances what's

5

across the street, enhance much more opportunity to

6

cross the streets, link all these things together.

7

And then you can see here the post office

8

building, if renovated, and this other building here

9

where -- in the parking area starts to create a

10

framework or a real sense of space in here.

11

two buildings would basically bookend what's going

12

on in here.

13

These

So this is -- generally, the idea behind me,

14

the design would be to sort of have a hierarchy in

15

scale that brings the -- the smaller scaling

16

buildings gradually upward to try to help ground the

17

tower,

18

you know, popping some penetrations in that building

19

to change its scale and to completely refenestrate

20

the perimeter of the building other than the

21

concrete service towers, but completely refenestrate

22

that with more energy-efficient glass with a high

23

high energy coefficiency and, you know,

24

start to introduce more green materials into the --

25

into the building.

so to speak, and bring its scale down, also,
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The basic difference between Option --

1
2

Concept A and Concept B is one's with the tower,

3

one's with the -- without the tower.

4

with A, you sort of have the tower in the middle,

5

the courtyards around the perimeter.

6

With B, you get the opposite.

So with --

You bring

7

the -- the main activity and courtyard area and

8

focus into the middle of the site.

9

opportunity with B is that instead of one large

Another

10

massive building that you're bringing the hierarchy

11

up to, you sort of have several buildings that are

12

of equal size, still having a hierarchy.

13

One advantage of that, though, is

it's

14

kind of a -- I have to apologize as for the -- the

15

reproduction of -- of the slide, but one of the

16

advantages of that is, is that, you know, you can

17

see that the -- you still get this hierarchy, but

18

the scale of the buildings is -- is not so massive.

19

And the skyline of Wailuku Town, especially,

20

you know, if we incorporate these roofs with similar

21

Spanish tile, Terra Cotta tile-type roofs that you

22

have on the courthouse and the Planning Office

23

Building, the skyline really starts to sort of be

24

more reflective of the lao Valley and the mountains

25

behind.
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1

And your approach into town,

you're still

2

going to see these structures, but they're going to

3

tend to sort of blend into the landscape a little

4

better.

5

MR. M.

SUMMERS:

Okay.

I just want to quickly summarize

6

by comparing what we have recommended be -- well,

7

basically, to compare the three comparables.

8

the three comparables that we have before you would

9

be the Civic Center Phase I-A and the Municipal Lot

10
11

And

Option A, and the Municipal Lot Option B.
And if we're looking at office space needs,

12

Civic Center Phase I-A will get you 3 -- 34,600

13

square feet office space.

14

site, will get you 52,162; and Option B, 31,559.

15

Option A, Municipal Lot

Now, your net increase in stalls, you know,

16

above what you have today, would be 187 at the Civic

17

Center site, 181 at the Municipal Lot site, and 181

18

at -- on the same.

19

And as far as cost, we're looking at about 14

20

million for Phase I-A.

Now, that would just be the

21

redevelopment of the post office building, including

22

land acquisition and the development of surface

23

parking at the Union Church site.

24

20.17 million for Municipal A and Municipal -- or

25

Option A; and Option B, we're looking at 15.12
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39

million.

2

We see these -- we see this whole Project
two separate issues.

3

really as being kind of two

4

One issue would be the lack of parking and economic

5

vitality within the commercial -- within the Wailuku

6

Commercial Core, and the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan

7

articulates a strategy for how you would facilitate

8

revitalization over the long-term in the commercial

9

core.
Now, our recommendation, which is in line

10
11

with the Redevelopment Plan, would be to redevelop

12

this Wailuku Municipal Parking Lot site with the

13

proposed parking structure and activity-generating

14

land uses.
Again, these are land uses that will really

15
16

add an economic driver to the area.

And financing

17

is something that would have to be discussed that

18

would obviously be through a public private

19

partnership of some sort.
Now, the Civic District site has its own set

20
21

of situations, and our situation here in this size

22

we have a real critical shortage of municipal office

23

space and parking.

24

need,

25

you 40 -- 34,600 square feet and 180 -- or 162

And to immediately address that

Phase I-A of the Civic District Plan will get
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1
2
3

4

5

parking stalls.
And if you have any questions, we'd be more
than happy to address them.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Members, we're going to take a short

recess and reconfigure the chamber.

6

RECESS:

9:57 a.m.

7

RECONVENE:

9:58 a.m.

8

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel.)

(Gavel.)

Reconvene the meeting.

Members,

I think this is an appropriate time to take our

10

morning break so we will break until -- come back at

11

ten after 10:00.

12

RECESS:

13

RECONVENE:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

Recess.

(Gavel.)

9:58 a.m.
10:12 a.m.

(Gavel.)

Energy and Economic Development

15

Committee please reconvene.

At this time,

I would

16

like to open the public testimony -- testimony

17

portion of the meeting.

18

first is Stephanie Ohigashi to be followed by

19

Jocelyn Perreira.

And signed up to testify

20

Oh, and our normal announcement being if you

21

have cell phones or pagers, please turn them to the

22

silent mode or off.

23

minutes for your testimony, one minute to conclude

24

or a request to come back for an additional three

25

minutes.

Testifiers, you have three
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1

2

. . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.
MS. OHIGASHI:

Thank you, Charmaine.

I have to request

3

that I have to leave my cell phone on.

4

very severe panic anxiety ridden alzheimers patient,

5

and the nurses are with her so --

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

MS. OHIGASHI:

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

MS. OHIGASHI:

My mom's a

Okay.
-- can I indulge you for my three minutes?
Okay.
Thank you so much.

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MS. OHIGASHI:

We'll make an exception for that.
Thanks so much.

Good morning, Council

12

Members, Chair Kane, and Chairman Tavares.

13

of overwhelmed.

14

different testimony, and it was for the Maui, you

15

know, Redevelopment Agency's effort on the Wailuku

16

Municipal Parking Lot.

17

This morning,

I'm kind

I came with a

I'm a little nervous today because now my

18

whole testimony is blown, and I don't know what to

19

talk about.

20

focus,

21

areas, and its uses.

22

I came this morning with only one

and that was the parking lot, its surrounding

And I'm quite shocked, quite surprised that

23

the consultants have merged two projects that are

24

not related together this morning and took this much

25

time to do so.
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They gave us a copy of the plan at MRA on

1

2

Friday.

3

read it.

4

do not want to discuss their plan because it's out

5

of the MRA preview -- purview and -- and review.

6

Of course, at this date, we haven't even
They didn't do a presentation so I really

Out of courtesy,

I guess, they gave it to us

7

because somehow they wanted to link the parking lot

8

to the Civic Center Renovation Plan because County

9

employees, obviously, will park in the Municipal

10

11

Parking Lot.
But my presentation to the Council and to

12

you, Charmaine, is that everybody is going around

13

saying Wailuku needs this parking lot or we're dead

14

in the water economically.

15

No, we don't need it.

We're not going to be

16

dead in the water.

17

we're not going to experience our preferred future,

18

which is dynamic and bustling.

19

We're going to plod along, but

Wailuku has been here for a hundred years.

20

Next year, April 14th, we're going to celebrate our

21

100th birthday with our centennial.

22

to shine.

23

your faith in this Civic Center.

24

parking lot.

25

We want Wailuku

We want to have something as a symbol of
We deserve the

We deserve it.

Since Mayor Eddie Tam, Mayor Cravalho, Mayor
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1

Tavares, those Mayors have put a lot of money into

2

revitalizing Wailuku with the Civic Center, with the

3

gymnasium and convention center, that's the original

4

name for the gym, and with Kalana 0 Maui.

5

It's been 40 years,

folks,

and we haven't had

6

a major capital improvement project in this capital

7

town.

8

of Wailuku needs that parking lot.

9

We don't need it.

We deserve it.

I urge you to approve our preferred option,

10

C-l, or whatever it's called.

11

than me.

12

beautiful building.

13

This lady

Jocelyn knows more

She's the technical person.

It's a

It fits.

We want you to put your heart and soul into

14

funding it.

15

MDA telethon.

16

yeah, okay, we going give you 1 million.

17

more you can do as a Council because you're the

18

leaders of this Civic Center.

19

help, and I mean great help, it won't happen.

20

I want to be like Jerry Lewis at the
Give until it hurts.

Don't say oh,
There's

And without your

So we're going to work out all the funding

21

details with our partner, Wailuku Main Street, and

22

our consultants, and -- but we need you, the

23

Council, to be the leaders and driving force of this

24

Project.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

I thank you very much, and good morning.
Good morning.

Any questions for
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1

Stephanie?

2

Perreira is our next speaker, and she'll be followed

3

by Clyde Kono.

4

MS. PERREIRA:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

MS. PERREIRA:

None.

Thank you, Stephanie.

Jocelyn

Good morning
Good morning.
-- Madame Chair and Members of the Council.

7

I do believe I'm going to come back because I'm

8

probably going to have a little more than three

9

minutes.

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MS.

PERREIRA:

Okay.
I'd like to say that I was here this

12

morning with the knowledge that we're going to be

13

with a total focus on the Municipal Parking Lot, the

14

redevelopment of the Municipal Parking Lot, so this

15

is a -- even though I have knowledge of the Civic

16

Center Master Plan, we haven't received their bound

17

book to review yet and make comments so I'm going to

18

have to not mention that and allude to that, and I

19

want to stay where our focus was supposed to be for

20

today, which is the Municipal Parking Lot and the

21

urgency that it is needed.

22

What Ms. Ohigashi had referred to is yeah,

23

we'll be plodding along; but truthfully, nobody

24

wants to just plod along.

25

there is some need for some life support because we

There are signs that
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1

have some vacancies, frankly,

2

Street, and we need to send a very strong message to

3

the community, and not just the Wailuku community

4

because not only Wailuku accesses the Municipal Lot

5

and so on and so forth.

6

in -- along Main

A lot of people come to Wailuku for a variety

7

of things, but we really want to send a signal and

8

say to the people of Maui, Wailuku is open for

9

business.

10
11

Wailuku wants to do business with you,

and Wailuku is prepared to do business with you.
There are things that are happening out

12

there, plans, extensive plans, that have been worked

13

on that will not come to fruition if you are not

14

prepared to engage and prepare for the people who

15

and the influx of people who can be expected to come

16

here, not the least of which is the cruise industry

17

that we're probably going to have a lot of visitors

18

from that.

19

So I do want to note that.

Our group -- I do

20

want to thank the committees with the Wailuku Main

21

Street Association, extensive committees, not the

22

least of which that has not been referred to is our

23

structure and design team of professionals who's

24

been very involved in this Project, including

25

sharing design concepts and so on and so forth with
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1

the Watry Group that you now see reflected in the

2

plans.
There's also -- and -- and there's also our

3

4

18-member board, Movers & Shakers.

5

our Revitalization Loan Pool Committee, which is

6

about 15 members, and we have a newly-formed

7

Property Owners Task Force with at least 12 property

8

owners.

Some of you know

And I just need to -- and that's why I

9

10

probably will go longer.

11

that there are property owners who are more than

12

underway with their projects in various stages of

13

development because there was an attitude and a

14

confidence and an

15

was an initiative in -- going on in Wailuku that

16

made it possible to invest some of them their life

17

savings into Wailuku to get their projects underway

18

reliant on having ample and adequate parking, not to

19

mention those who have it in various stages of

20

development, but there are also at least a handful

21

of others waiting in the wings,

22

this to happen --

23

MR. TAGUCHI:

24

MS. PERREIRA:

25

I need to share with you

and -- and a feeling that there

just waiting for

Three minutes.
so we can see a real resurgence -- I'll

just finish up and then come back.
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1

seeing a real resurgence of Wailuku, but we cannot

2

do it without the Council's help and support.

3

We do support PC-1.

We do trust the Council

4

to be able to do what is adequate to -- and enable

5

PC-1 plan and the remnant parcel to reflect what is

6

necessary in the -- in that particular project area.

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

We'll have you come back after

8

Clyde.

Okay, next to speak is Clyde Kono, will be

9

followed then by Jocelyn to conclude her testimony.

10

MR. KONO:

Good morning, Madame Chair --

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MR. KONO:

Good morning.

-- Members of the Council.

My name is Clyde

13

Kono, and I'm here as the Chairperson for the Maui

14

Redevelopment Agency.

15

ladies before me, there's two things going on here,

16

one with the presentation of the Municipal Parking

17

Structure, the redevelopment, and also on the Civic

18

Center.

19

As

And like the previous young

as far as the MRA is concerned, the

20

jurisdiction is in the Municipal Parking Structure

21

and its redevelopment and not in the Civic Center,

22

although we'd like to see how the

23

into each other, and I think it's useful to -- to

24

understand that concept.

25

they both tie

But I've been on the MRA for almost five
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1

years now, and I must say that it's been

2

consistently on our agenda the Maui

3

redevelopment of the Municipal Parking Structure so

4

it's not something that we just thought of and

5

decided to move along, but there's a lot of thought

6

and -- that went into it, not only with the MRA but

7

with the members of the community like Wailuku Main

8

Street Association, property owners, community

9

you know, community people, residents, and so forth.

10

I mean, the

I mean, we had a charette in 2000, as Mike

11

talked about, and we also had a series of public

12

information to let people know that -- what was

13

going on.

14

So I think a lot of thought went -- went into

15

this development of the Municipal Parking Structure,

16

and now we -- we brought it up to a point whereby in

17

our January -- January meeting, the MRA approved, in

18

concept, PC-l as the structure that we'd like to see

19

move forward.

20

So with your support, we'd like -- you know,

21

we -- we can see this thing happen, and we believe

22

that -- as members of the MRA, that this is very

23

important for the redevelopment of Wailuku Town.

24

Okay, thank you very much.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any questions for Clyde?
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1

not, thank you very much.

2

your three minutes to conclude.

3

MS. PERREIRA:

Thank you.

Jocelyn, your return for

I -- I do want to -- I do want

4

to make clear that the two projects are important

5

projects, and we do support the fact that we do need

6

to look at the Civic Center Master Plan at some

7

point.

8

the prize that's needed to give your immediate

9

attention is the Municipal Parking Lot area because

10
11

We're just very concerned that the focus and

that's critical to Wailuku.
There -- I feel like we've been living and

12

breathing this Project because when the Main Street

13

organization started in Wailuku, we had the twin

14

project along with our twin goals, and one was the

15

lao Theatre, to save the lao Theatre and -- and get

16

it to its former glory and for broad-based community

17

use and is one of the corner stones to

18

revitalization.

19

The other partner was the Municipal Parking

20

Structure.

21

Project from surveys to projections to you name it

22

extensively and intently embracing this Project.

23

So we have lived and breathed this

One of the latest things that we've been

24

involved in is trying to work with property owners

25

to see if we can expedite the Project and be real
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partners.
And make sure that you understand, we

3

they -- the property owners are committed to do

4

their part in this Project, and they have kind of

5

stepped up to the plate, and they have gone ahead

6

and hired the services of a Grant Writer so that

7

they could assist the County, who has limited

8

resources, in trying to see where we can access some

9

Federal dollars because we believe that this will

10
11

take a partnership to make it come all together.
One of the partners

and there's also a

12

senate bill in the State Legislature right now.

13

think it's Senate Bill 3032.

14

the numbers, but that's for a million

15

appropriation, I think -- I believe, or a million

16

dollar appropriation.

I

I might be wrong on
$2 million

17

And that's moving along and has passed, you

18

know, the initial stages and so we know that -- we

19

understand that our administration, our Mayor is

20

going to put in a million dollars appropriation in

21

his budget.

22

And we have the confidence that this Council

23

has -- who's been supportive of this Project right

24

along, and I want to thank Riki Hokama who has

25

publicly stated that, that he had a -- he wanted to
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1

see the Project happen in his tenure on the Council,

2

and the rest of the Council Members that have been

3

in step to try to make this Project happen, that we

4

hope that you will continue moving this Project

5

forward.
It is -- it is not -- it is seriously needed,

6

7

and it's time we take it very, very seriously.

It's

8

not even in talking stages any more.

9

like we've exhausted all efforts to move it forward

It's kind of

10

to try to make it happen, and we need to now bite

11

the bullet and make it happen for the people.
And it's not only for the Wailuku people.

12

like I said, it's for the people of Maui

13

It's

14

County, in general, because you may not have to go

15

to Makawao on a daily basis or once in a while, you

16

may not have to go to Lahaina or Kihei, but you darn

17

well have to come to Wailuku.
And Wailuku is the host and the capital city

18
19

and invites everyone to come in.

20

should do no less than make it an opportunity and an

21

experience where they can come and do their

22

government business or their professional business,

23

whatever, and have a unique experience in the

24

beautiful ambiance and -- and dining and -- and

25

MR. TAGUCHI:

Shouldn't we

Three minutes.
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MS. PERREIRA:

-- shopping and -- and then we'll have a

2

thriving town like everyone has envisioned that all

3

of you have worked so exhaustively, and we thank you

4

for supporting the redevelopment plan because this

5

Council was a real driving force in making sure that

6

that happened.

7

Parking Structure.

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

Jocelyn?

Okay, thank you.
None.

Any questions for

Thank you very much, Jocelyn.

.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

10
11

We need to now work on the Municipal

CHAIR TAVARES:

All right.

Members, do you have any

12

questions for the presenters?

13

caution you that the questions must be on the

14

Wailuku Municipal Multipurpose Center and Parking

15

Structure only.

16

today's meeting so we cannot discuss the other

17

portion of the presentation.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I -- I must

That is what has been posted for

Any questions?

Madame Chair?

Mr. Kane?
Could we have -- let's look at this

21

off video.

22

the remnant piece, first of all, the

23

preferred one voted on by MRA is -- what's the name

24

of it, lC?

25

MR. J. SUMMERS:

On the parking structure

on the -- on
the

Mr. Chairman, the preferred parking
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structure is PC-I.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

PC-I, thank you.

Is there a position

3

or a formal position being taken by the

4

Administration on this as well, our Planning

5

Director or -- or the Mayor's Office?

6

been any position taken as well on PC-lor other

7

options that were presented?

8
9

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Has there

The -- the Administration supports the

parking structure concept.

They support a joint

10

venture of the community, private landowners in the

11

area helping to finance the Project with some County

12

funding in the land and some State funding in the

13

land and some Federal moneys.

14

for a parking structure in

15

Administration.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So there is support
by this

As far as the remnant piece, did MRA

17

take a position on that as well on the proposals

18

that were put forward to them?

19

MR. J. SUMMERS:

The agency, itself, has focused on the

20

Parking Structure Project.

21

the contract and the request for services

22

specifically require both a parking structure and a

23

Municipal Service Center.

24
25

Remember, though, that

So those two components are linked.
been a topic of conversation and debate.
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1

terms of the preferred parking structure, we do have

2

support for the PC-1 proposal.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So -- so in reality, the --

4

the remnant piece, because PC-1 doesn't involve the

5

remnant piece, does PC-1 -- PC-1 doesn't have to be

6

acted on as far as its -- whatever we end up doing

7

with it, is that correct?

8

Or is there a tie in to -- any type of

9

financial tie-in or part of PC-1's proposal that we

10

have to look at, a condition -- a potential sale of

11

it to help fund the PC-1 preferred option?

12

MR. J. SUMMERS:

PC -- the PC-1 proposal can be

13

accomplished as a stand-alone project.

14

decided that a municipal office center be

15

incorporated into the Project or some other type of

16

use, then the Master Plan and the environmental

17

assessment work theoretically should include that

18

use.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MR. J. SUMMERS:

If it's

Stand-alone.

But PC-1 is a

can be a stand-alone

21

project, and what you're doing in that case is just

22

preserving your options.

23

open in terms of any future use of that site.

24
25

You've left your options

The site could also be used, the remnant
piece, for surface parking during the construction
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of the structure, which would be important in terms

2

of mitigation.

3

during the construction phase, and it's certainly a

4

great opportunity down the road for whatever type of

5

use is contemplated by the County.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So it is an integral component both

How much surface parking would be

7

provided during the construction of the actual PC-l

8

option if that's what we end up doing in the -- in

9

the remnant site?

10

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Do you know?

Well, the remnant site is about -- it's

11

about 21,000 square feet, and the total site is

12

about 1.9 acres.

13

about 40 -- 40 stalls, 50 stalls.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

MR. M. SUMMERS:

17

We currently have 204 stalls so

I yield, Madame Chair.

All right, thank you.
When -- you know, if this Project were to

move forward, as John had indicated?

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

MR. M. SUMMERS:

PC-I?

Yeah.

Yeah, there would have been an

20

environmental assessment prepared.

21

mentioned, you know, that assessment could address

22

issues of land use on that remnant parcel, or it

23

doesn't necessarily have to if there are no plans

24

for that remnant parcel.

25

And as John

Obviously, it's better to -- to look at a
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1

project in its entirety; but as far as parking

2

mitigation, that would be a major component of that

3

environmental assessment.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Madame Chair, who can we

5

address or -- or ask that question regarding the EA

6

if we -- if we did an internal EA on the remnant

7

parcel at a later point in time to reduce costs of

8

that EA --

9
10

CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

so that we can strictly focus in

11

on PC-I?

12

Planning answer that?

13

looking at it in other projects where EA is being

14

done internally within the office.

15
16
17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Is -- who's that, Public Works, or can

Right.

Because I know we were

I think that's a question for the

Planning Department.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So the parameters are we're

18

looking at stand-alone, we're looking at just the

19

parking structure, the EA being done there.

20

Later on if we were to do something in-house,

21

an EA on the

22

probably be the one conducting that EA if we were to

23

do it in-house?

24

Works?

25

MR. J. SUMMERS:

on the remnant parcel, who would

Would it be Planning or Public

Probably -- I mean, the Planning
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Department certainly could accomplish that.

2

would require some definite staffing, would increase

3

our -- our workload, but it's something that we do

4

have the skills to do.

5

It

There is a precedent for EAs being done by

6

the County Administration in the past so it's --

7

it's a doable thing.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Madame Chair.

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

I'll -- I'll yield,

Other Members?

Excuse me.

Mr. Hokama?

Thank you.

Can you

12

tell us this morning what is the current

13

requirements for the County, whether it be employee

14

or government parking for County and State

15

employees?

16

What is the current requirement for public

17

sector requirements that's already been approved and

18

must be part of the total stall count, as well as

19

regular daily traffic needs for users of the

20

businesses surrounding the parking area?

21

MR. J. SUMMERS:

One of the studies that you have in your

22

packet is a QMark Usage Study.

It's a short survey

23

that was done -- let me

24

think I've got the numbers pretty well handled, but

25

basically the study that QMark did indicated that

let me see if -- well, I
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the State

of the people using the lot that are

2

long-term

on a long-term basis, the State is

3

about 25 percent usage.

4

County usage is actually quite small just

5

simply because the distance from the County Building

6

to the lot discourages County employees from parking

7

in that lot.

8

9

So usage was at 1 to 2 percent.

The private sector is the large -- the other
large user on a long-term basis of those stalls.

10

Again, the actual data is in the QMark Survey, which

11

does a nice job of providing table breakouts, pie

12

charts of current usage in the lot.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. J. SUMMERS:

15

Where is that in our information?
That would be I -- I think the last

study.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MR. J. SUMMERS:

In the bound book?
Councilmember Kane, to his left, there's

18

-- there's several studies, and the one on the

19

bottom of the stack I believe is the QMark Study.

20

If not that, it's the one just before that.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

MR. J. SUMMERS:

It's this one.
So we've got a wealthy set of

23

information, a real complete data set and technical

24

studies through which we can make a decision.

25

We've got -- in that packet, we have the
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1

usage study, we have a financial feasibility study

2

for the Project that was done, we have a study that

3

was done based on anticipated projects, projects

4

that are currently in the works, a demand study, as

5

well as the study on the Municipal Parking

6

Structure, the PC-l proposal, and a study looking at

7

the different Municipal Service Center options.

8
9
10

So the Members should have a complete set of
information on the Project.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Madame Chair, just a point of

11

information, that we did receive this Friday

12

afternoon time stamped at 3:30 --

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Friday afternoon?

Yes.
So

Right.
Just to make the point that that's

19

why I still have my rubber band on it because it

20

wasn't available to us --

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24
25

Right.

Okay.

until Friday afternoon.
Any other questions?

Mr. Hokama,

you still have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Well, I'm going through
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1

your QMark report, a lot of percentages so what is

2

the number of those stalls so I can understand the

3

percentages?

4

MR. J. SUMMERS:

If you look at the QMark Survey on page

5

4, this -- this particular pie chart indicates the

6

majority -- the -- the number of respondents who

7

were on their way to work and are heading to private

8

sector companies.

9

If you look at the table, it essentially

10

indicates that 64 percent of the usage in the lot is

11

for private businesses, 25 percent State Government;

12

retail merchants, 7 percent; Federal Government, 2

13

percent; and County Government, 2 percent.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16
17

What's the number of parking stalls?
Yeah, between 4 and 6 cars.

2 and 3

percent.
MR. J. SUMMERS:

Which -- this data was -- was no surprise

18

at all to the Planning Department.

19

planning surveys around the country, people just

20

simply don't want to walk very far.

21

Based on

And typically, in fact, the data was stronger

22

than we (inaudible).

If you look further back in

23

the study, you'll see a question was asked, how long

24

are you willing to -- how far are you willing to

25

walk?
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If you look on page 8 of the survey, there

2

was the questions related to the distance of

3

destination.

4

block from the Municipal Lot -- Municipal Parking

5

Lot to their final destination.

6
7
8
9

The average resident walks a half a

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So what would you say is the

current capacity of the -- the lot as configured?
MR. J. SUMMERS:

Currently, the lot is operating at

maximum capacity.

The 12-hour stalls are, for the

10

most part, filled; however, the two-hour stalls,

11

there still is some room in the two-hour

12

configurations.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

MR. J. SUMMERS:

15
16

I would like to note that
Mr. Summers, the number of stalls.

The -- there's -- there are a total of

204 stalls in addition to some handicapped.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Of the 204, how much is already

17

spoken for either by agreement or long-term

18

arrangements --

19

MR. J. SUMMERS:

In terms of agreements?

Parking waivers

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

either for private businesses

22

that have agreed to ante up for future improvements,

23

but they get to use so much of the existing stalls?

24

50 percent of that 204 is spoken for?

25

MR. J. SUMMERS:

I would say more than that.
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stalls are operating at capacity.

2

two-thirds of the current stalls are 12 hours.

3

I believe about

The two-hour stalls, when this survey was

4

done, were operating at 30 percent capacity.

5

the opening of the Main Street Promenade Building,

6

those stalls have filled up to the point where it's

7

operating at 50 to 60 percent capacity.

8

9

So

in addition to that, waivers have been

issued for the parking lot that essentially exceed

10

the number of stalls.

11

in terms of existing parking capacity.

12

13
14

Since

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So it's a significant problem

Are we still giving waivers even if

we're over capacity?
MR. J. SUMMERS:

The Agency, at this point, that being the

15

Maui Redevelopment Agency which has the authority to

16

issue waivers, has -- has a current provision in

17

their zoning and development code that limits

18

parking abatement to very specialized situations.

19

The Agency has expressed a great concern about

20

issuing additional waivers for the parking lot.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No matter which option moves

22

forward, do you have estimates for the -- this

23

Committee on related improvements and costs of other

24

improvements in the area, subsurface improvements?

25

MR. M. SUMMERS:

If you -- if you're looking at the
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1

parking -- assuming the parking structure is built,

2

that 7.17 million figure would include off-site

3

improvements that would be required for the

4

structure.

5

The actual construction cost for the

6

structure is less and the on-site -- I mean, on-site

7

improvements for infrastructure.

8

some improvements that are anticipated off-site.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
MR. M. SUMMERS:

But so there are

And how much is that off-site cost?

It's

I'm -- I'm just -- I can't

11

remember exactly.

12

Appendix A, but I think it's probably maybe 750,000,

13

around there.

14
15

It's in your books, but -- in

But again, I'm just --

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So it's not much of the total 7

mill?

16

MR. M. SUMMERS:

No, no.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Who decided to limit the parameters

18

of Council's policy by only using a portion of the

19

lot for the Project?

20

decision to make?

21

MR. M. SUMMERS:

I thought that was our

Now, we were -- when the scope of

22

services was provided to us, we had, you know, some

23

concept parameters.

24

develop a structure with 400 to 500 stalls, and the

25

initial three concepts that we prepared did that,

And those parameters were to
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1

and then to integrate activity-generating land uses

2

into the Project.

3

And as part of that in terms of looking at

4

options and -- and analyzing scenarios, reviewing

5

prior work on the Project, discussing what would be

6

feasible,

7

separation of the parking structure from any future

8

activity-generating land uses.

9

it made the most sense to create a

And the natural separation point was Pili

10

Street and so that's how we came up with a land area

11

that could accommodate those activity-generating

12

land uses.

13

Of course, in the different concepts, you

14

know, you have different magnitudes of intensity on

15

the site.

16

you have a Concept A and a Concept B and a Concept

17

C, and those explore different magnitudes of

18

intensity for parking on the site.

19

If you look at the other alternatives,

But, you know, we were tasked to look at the

20

surrounding built environment and the concerns of

21

the community and our established governmental

22

plans and controls and zoning ordinances and -- and

23

to come out with something that would be feasible

24

from an engineering perspective but would also be

25

feasible from a design perspective, from a community
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1

character perspective, from a regulatory

2

perspective.

3

MR. J. SUMMERS:

And I -- and I would like to add to that,

4

Mr. Chair -- Ms. Madame Chair.

5

study, we did these three alternative options.

6

Option B did envision about a 90 percent lot

7

coverage of parking structure.

8
9

When we did the

But part of the Project was to go out to the
community, have a number of community forums, a

10

number of meetings, and try to reach consensus on

11

our proposal.

12

After engaging the community, having a number

13

of these meetings, it was decided that Option PC-l

14

incorporated the best pieces of Option A, B, and C.

15

So it was part of the public involvement process

16

that led us to PC-I, Preferred Concept 1.

17

MR. M. SUMMERS:

And I'd just like to make one more point,

18

and it is discussed in your books.

19

constraints to what you can do in the commercial

20

core, and those constraints really relate to the

21

off-site infrastructure, you know, your roadways,

22

etc.

23

There are

And we've done traffic counts at all the

24

major intersections that would be affected by the

25

Project, and you've got some very poor levels of
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1

service at those intersections.

So, you know,

2

that's something you have to be very cautious about

3

in terms of how much can you put on that lot before

4

creating a real gridlock problem.
Now, that issue will be explored more in the

5

6

environmental assessment, but we do have the traffic

7

counts, and you don't want -- you don't want to do

8

too much, or you're going to have a real problem

9

given our roadways, the width of those roadways and

10

their

11

traffic.

12

their capacity to accommodate additional

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Well, I would have preferred,

13

Chair, that if that was the direction, to come back

14

to Council and say would you support only partial

15

use of the lot and then let us make that call and

16

then work from there.

17

Obviously, decisions have been made for us on

18

the parameter of how this Project is going to go.

19

And while I think it's important to get the

20

community, my point has always been where is the

21

County's interest in this Project and our

22

requirements?

23

We got a lot of good things about retail

24

space, options for housing.

25

needs?

What happened to our

Maybe this won't be built within my
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lifetime.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any other comments?

Mr. Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Madame Chair.

The parking

5

facility, itself, is expected to take how long to be

6

constructed?

7

MR. M. SUMMERS:

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9
10
11

We're estimating 9 to 12 months.
9 to 12 months.

Where in your report

does it address the displacement of 200 plus cars
during this 9- to 12-month period?
MR. M. SUMMERS:

Yeah.

As part of the -- as part of the

12

requirements of the scale for services, we are to

13

provide a parking mitigation plan, and that's still

14

in the works being prepared by Phillip Rowell &

15

Associates and will be part of the environmental

16

assessment for the Project.

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And that would be in close proximity to

18

its exec

19

any kind of an additional transport?

20

MR. M. SUMMERS:

existing location that will not require

Well, yeah, that's a good point.

21

Obviously, you know, in terms of parking mitigation,

22

that's going to be a difficult issue.

23

If we're able to maintain a portion of the

24

lot, surface lot for

for parking, that would

25

mitigate some of the impact.

And it may well be
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1

that there would have to be some other type of a

2

transport possibility.

3

For example, maybe people could park at the

4

War Memorial Gym and -- and be shuttled up to the

5

commercial core.

6

be impacts during that construction phase, and we'll

7

have to get pretty creative to try to mitigate 'em.

8
9
10
11
12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

There will, you know, definitely

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madame

Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Any other questions, comments?

Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Has the Department calculated where

13

it fits in the priority as with regards to County

14

debt?

Or is that not a Planning function?

15

MR. J. SUMMERS:

We haven't analyzed it in that regard.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You want us to consider a major CIP

17

project, and yet you folks would not -- I find it

18

difficult to understand why you folks are not

19

looking at how to propose to us various options of

20

how to deal with this big investment, and

21

particularly since it's just one segment of a

22

multifaceted I-A phase.

23

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Right.

The -- we do -- we do have a

24

financial feasibility study in your packet for you

25

to look at when you have a chance.

You know,
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1

obviously, it's a -- it's a large CIP project.

2

going to require a lot of money.

3

Perreira indicated, there is a bill at the State

4

leg. to help defray I believe it's a million dollars

5

of the cost.

6

It's

As Jocelyn

The private sector is working actively to

7

also provide funding support for the Project.

We're

8

also with the Grant Writer looking at Federal

9

moneys, and the latest report from the Grant Writer

10

indicated that if we looked at the concept from a

11

pure economic development -- as part of an economic

12

development strategy for the area, that there very

13

well may be some large Federal -- Federal funding

14

sources for the Project.

15

So obviously, for a County -- for a project

16

like this, the public private partnership approach

17

is -- is a very desirable one.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

the parking structure that would qualify --

20

MR. J. SUMMERS:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22
23

That is dependent on just -- just

Well, the latest research we have
-- or would you need other

components?
MR. J. SUMMERS:

Right.

The -- the latest research we

24

have from the Grant Writer suggests that in addition

25

to the parking structure, one would need to have
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additional service components, components that would

2

create jobs, provide economic vitality, help

3

revitalize the area.

4

That if we can link the parking structure

5

with that type of component, that we have a much

6

better chance of -- of deferring a significant

7

portion of the cost using Federal moneys.

8
9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Has the -- has the Department also

looked at other ways to approach getting this
Project accomplished?
MR. J. SUMMERS:

There is -- there are provisions for

12

creating some type of an improvement district.

13

Those districts can be set up.

14

in other places, but they are very complicated.

15

They require a majority of vote of -- of

They've worked well

16

landowners who are participating in it to approve

17

the district.

18

where the County would float G.O. Bonds and try to

19

recoup some of that investment in terms of parking

20

fees collected at the gate.

21

There's the simple G.O. Bond approach

So there are alternative strategies that --

22

bottom line, though, from a pure financial

23

perspective is that the Project, through the

24

collection of fees, will not cover the debt.

25

So there will have to be some type of
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1

subsidy, whether it be a County contribution, a

2

State contribution, a Federal contribution, or a

3

contribution from all three sources.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chair, you're going to need to

5

rule, you know, because one of the ideas that has

6

been presented to us was why wouldn't we buy One

7

Main Plaza for the interim, it's half empty, use it

8

for department requirements, start parking, and buy

9

us interim time until we do this construction and

10

then we could either keep One Main Plaza or dispose

11

of the property through a sale.

12

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Thank you, Madame Chair.

One Main Plaza

13

obviously is a -- it's a turnkey model in terms of

14

providing the parking and the office space

15

simultaneously.
One should note that this building is in

16
17

desperate need of some sort of a -- an overhaul, an

18

internal overhaul, and there will be displacement.

19

Even if we move forward with revitalization of the

20

Civic District, there will be a displacement of

21

County employees, and there will be a need for a

22

large amount of space during that construction

23

phase.

24

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So has that option been

contemplated by your department?
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1

MR. J.

SUMMERS:

Not as a part of this report.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

3

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Would it consider it?

I think that is the other viable

4

component, that that should be looked at along with

5

the components in this report.

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I -- and I share this with you,

7

and maybe again, you know, my concern of the

8

departments not speaking with each other, Public

9

Works for the central Kahului area, we're looking at

10

up to a quarter billion dollars of improvement on

11

one project, the new Waste Water Treatment Facility

12

for Central.

13

And for us, we -- we've taken appropriate

14

steps to plan for a quarter-billion-dollar

15

investment.

16

We're going to need to plan how we're going to

17

finance, pay for things, and in what priority will

18

it take compared to other requests.

19

Now you -- you bring up this Project.

We are aware of police wanting to have a

20

brand new regional station in South Maui.

That's

21

going to be a high-tech item.

22

just looking at this stand-alone regardless of

23

what's happening with other projects of the County,

24

or is this part of a comprehensive approach to -- to

25

CIP improvements for the County?

And so are you folks
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MR. J. SUMMERS:

I would note that -- that, you know,

2

obviously, our department's looking at it from a

3

from a planning perspective.

4

proposal that's being worked on with the help of the

5

Main Street Association and the private landowners,

6

does envision a comprehensive approach, does

7

envision and

8

requirements that you've noted.

9

But the financing

and account for the obligations and

For instance, under that proposal, under that

10

proposal that's being structured, the County

11

contribution would be limited to, on a

12

7.1-million-dollar project, the land and a million

13

dollars of -- of start-up money with a significant

14

cost being shared by the Federal Government, as well

15

as a State contribution and a good private sector

16

contribution.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Well, when you mentioned to us

18

earlier that you would need a private sector

19

partnership to make it pay, even on a 30-year bond,

20

it wouldn't payoff with departmental space and paid

21

parking?

22

MR. J. SUMMERS:

The parking revenues generated will not

23

cover the bond cost.

We would have to assume

24

parking rates that would be significantly higher

25

than what the current market bears.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

2

amount with us?

3

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Which is -- can you share that

Essentially, we would have to price it at

4

something like 120 a stall, and the assumption would

5

have to

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

MR. J. SUMMERS:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Per month.

MR. J. SUMMERS:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

13
14
15

And what are people paying now per

month?

10

12

Per month?

$35 a stall.
And how long has that amount been

in effect, 30 years?

MR. J. SUMMERS:

The -- the $35 a stall is just a sample

of current rates in town.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

If this Committee gave approval to

16

PC-1 today and it moved through Council, how soon

17

could you anticipate construction?

18

now and then another year for construction, so two

19

years before we would get a completed structure?

20

MR. J. SUMMERS:

One year from

We would move forward at that point

21

strongly with environmental work.

We would then

22

need to request an appropriation for construction

23

drawings, which would take about a year to complete,

24

and then the capital improvement project, itself,

25

would be another year.
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But that's a -- that's a -- that's

1

2

proposing -- that's suggesting real efficiency in

3

the process and probably about a two year to

4

two-and-a-half year time frame.

5

the key here is we need to get this financial

6

package put together.

7

Again, but the

If we're going to rely on Federal moneys

8

as -- as a part of it, you know, obviously, that's

9

going to require -- or slow down the project.

There

10

are a lot of strings that come attached.

11

to have a complete package ready for the Federal

12

Government to review.

13

their deadlines, their system of appropriations.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

We'll need

We have to consider their

Could you approach it how we

15

approached the -- the Puunene Project?

16

follow the Federal guidelines, but we would ante up

17

on a reimbursement program?

18

MR. J. SUMMERS:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

We would

I haven't analyzed the Puunene Project.
You -- you remember that project,

Chair?

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yes,
Okay.

I do.
And that's

that's --

23

that's the question I'm asking, is we can ante up

24

and get reimbursed for our initial funding of -- of

25

project that the Federal Government would reimburse
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us for.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah, that sounds like a viable way to --

to approach this.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

Any other questions?

Okay.

I'm done.
All right.

6

At this -- I have one question.

7

was made for the PC-1, what were the options that

8

were given people?

9

MR. J. SUMMERS:

When the selection

The PA-1 and the PA -- PB-1?

The -- the initial options were Option A,

10

Bf

11

report.

12

study option

13

the best components of both A and B and incorporates

14

it into a new proposal.

and C.

Those options begin on page 24 of the
And

and essentially, if you look at and
Option A and B, Option PC-1 takes

And that was the proposal that's supported by

15
16

the -- for the most -- most of the members in the

17

community, the Main Street Association.

18

Redevelopment Agency supports that option as well.

19

MR. M. SUMMERS:

The Maui

You might want to note that there is an

20

evaluation of the different alternatives.

21

a presentation of Option A and Option B and Option

22

C.

23

have an evaluation of those alternatives on page 31

24

of your report.

25

You have

And then if John could find the page number, we

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Members, you know --
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

Option (inaudible.)

As Mr. Kane was pointing out, we received

3

the documents sort of late last week or on Friday,

4

and we haven't had a chance to go through the whole

5

thing.

6

I'm going to recommend that we defer this

7

item so that we have a chance to look at all of

8

these things.

9

questions in writing to the Planning Department and

10

they could pass it along to the MRA or whatever, or

11

if they can provide the answers for it and that we

12

will reschedule this -- or schedule this again for

13

discussion -- well, at a -- at whatever time we can

14

fit it in.

15

And if -- if Members can generate

We know we're coming up to the budget,

16

itself, so that we will not have a whole lot of

17

of time.

But I'm not --

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

Chair?

-- ready, at this point, to make a

20

recommendation to adopt or accept this proposal

21

titled PC-I.

22

has gone into developing the proposal and the

23

drawings and all of that, but we just need the time

24

to digest some of this information.

25

I appreciate the amount of work that

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chair?

Mr. Hokama?

If I understand your PC-l
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1

summary on page 35 correct, 185 stalls will meet the

2

demand for 20 years of future growth in Wailuku?

3

If you say 204 is the current as pretty much

4

a reasonable demand number, if we build up 389, it

5

says in your narrative above it, accommodate 20

6

years of future growth?

7

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Option PC-1 attempts to implement the

8

redevelopment plan policy to have a significant

9

concentration of parking in the commercial core, but

10

also look at satellite services at some point down

11

in Happy Valley, as well as Vineyard Avenue.

12

As I noted, unfortunately, people just don't

13

want to walk further than a block or two.

14

also dealing with constrained infrastructure so we

15

feel this parking structure will meet demand in the

16

area that it will service, roughly 400 feet from the

17

parking structure, and it will meet that demand in a

18

way that fits with the fabric of the community.

19

won't -- it won't dominate, be a -- be a physically

20

dominating structure.

21

into the fabric and also provide --

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

We're

It

It will hopefully melt away

Wait, Mr. Summers

and I

23

apologize.

I know that you wanted to get to our

24

other agenda.

25

why people don't want to walk more than two blocks?

The reason -- did you ask the reason
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1

Is it because there's nothing for them

2

between their destination and where they're parking,

3

but if there was some kind of activity, that their

4

interests could be peaked towards, then that walk

5

wouldn't be too bad because there's other interests

6

for the pedestrian?

7

MR. J. SUMMERS:

That -- that would certainly help.

Most

8

definitely.

We did not specifically ask that

9

that -- that question, but there are studies that

10

suggest that beautification projects, an active

11

street scene will encourage people to walk further.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Kane?

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

Chair.

16

proposal in this upcoming budget specifically to

17

this request, whether it's funding EA or funding

18

some component of this to move forward?

19

Okay.

Just one final question, Madame

So are you folks coming forward with a

Is there something coming from the

20

Administration and funding?

21

been mentioned that the bill -- the bill submitted

22

by Senator Tsutsui for the million dollars from the

23

State, but from the County, are we getting

24

something?

25

MR. J. SUMMERS:

I know it's already

Thank you, Councilmember Kane.
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1

have Dave DeLeon, Executive Assistant from the

2

Mayor --

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MR. J. SUMMERS:

5

MR. DeLEON:

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

MR. DeLEON:

Thank you.
here to answer that question.

Good morning.
Good morning.

Ms. Chair.

Councilmember Kane, the Mayor

8

asked me to come and attend just for that question,

9

basically.

And he said yes, he would like -- he was

10

planning to have a million dollars in this budget

11

for --

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. DeLEON:

14

A million dollars?

-- a million dollars as a plan to encourage

partnership with the -- with the business community.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Thank you.

The question would be for

18

Mr. -- Mr. Summers.

19

contribution would be the land and the million

20

dollars as a start

21

MR. J. SUMMERS:

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

That

You indicated that the County's

at the start?
that's my understanding.

So what could our responsibility

23

actually be?

Because there's no guarantees that

24

you'll get the million from the State.

25

you know, you still would be working with the
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1

Federal component so the bottom line would be the

2

County would be responsible for the whole

3

construction tab?

4

MR. J. SUMMERS:

Well, this is based on the financial

5

package that's being worked on with the community

6

and the landowners, that that would provide a

7

million dollars of the total 7.1 million.

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

I think we'll hear more details about it

10

at the budget session.

Okay, Members?

11

objection, we'll defer this topic.

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

With no

No objections.
No objections?

All right, thank you.

And thank you to

16

the architects and the planning companies, to the

17

Planning Department for the presentation.

18

Mr. DeLeon, thank you for being here, too.

19

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

20
21

ITEM NO. 5(2):

COUNTY OF MAUl ENERGY PROGRAMS (MODEL
ENERGY CODE) (C.C. No. 03-125)

CHAIR TAVARES:

All right.

22
23

At this time, Members, we're

24

going to go into our -- our next item agenda.

25

a little behind schedule on this, but hopefully we
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will get going on this.

2

We have very much a similar situation in that

3

the Model Energy Code has just been presented to the

4

Committee, and this is merely a time to introduce

5

the topic to you, as Committee Members, and also to

6

the general public.

7

We are planning to schedule this topic again

8

on

in our March meeting which will be televised

9

so we are able to allow the community at large and

10

those who have a specific interest in this area to

11

look at the Code as presented and make comments or

12

recommendations regarding it.

13

So at this time,

I'd like to -- to ask

14

Mr. Ralph Nagamine from the Public Works and

15

Environmental Management Department to give us an --

16

an overview of this Model Energy Code.

17

been waiting patiently.

18

being here, Ralph.

19

MR. NAGAMINE:

I know he's

Thank you very much for

Thank you, Chair.

Let me just give you a

20

little bit of background.

I guess the State

21

Legislature passed a bill that mandated the counties

22

to adopt the Model Energy Code, and that was

23

supposed to be done in I believe it was '94.

24

And I believe all of the counties have

25

adopted the Model Energy Code except for Maui
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1

county.

2

this.

We're the last remaining county to address

And what we have been using up until -- well,

3

4

even presently, is some energy efficiency standards

5

that are in our Building Code.

6

from the City and County of Honolulu, and I believe

7

they're in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 years old,

8

okay, and they have not been amended since that

9

time.

10

And these were taken

So the Model Energy Code is basically the

11

product of a ASHRAE standard.

12

what ASHRAE means because you're going to be hearing

13

that term quite often.

14

Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air

IS

Conditioning Engineers.

16

that deals mostly with mechanical but does include

17

some electrical engineers, and they set standards.

18

And let me tell you

ASHRAE is the American

It's a private organization

And so the Model Energy Code, the Hawaii

19

Model Energy Code that was prepared in '93, the key

20

elements of the Code are taken out of the ASHRAE

21

standard, okay?

22

that they used was a 1989 version.

23

we're -- we're talking several years back already.

24

25

And this -- and the ASHRAE standard
So already

So the Code, I don't know if you have a
green-covered copy, but it looks pretty much like
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this.

This is the Hawaii --

CHAIR TAVARES:
cover.

Yeah, our copies don't have the green
It has a white cover.

MR. NAGAMINE:

So this is basically the Code that the

5

other counties adopted.

6

counties adopted it with amendments, some of them

7

did not.

8

amendments.

9

amendments that were recommended by the State, and

10
11

Some of the -- some of the

I do not believe that Kauai adopted any
The City and County adopted some

the Big Island did their own amendments.
The -- the proposed bill that you have in

12

front of you, which we submitted last week, pretty

13

much just adopts this as is, along with the

14

recommendations that were suggested by the State

15

Energy Division, as well as an amendment that was

16

picked up by the City and County of Honolulu

17

regarding low-rise residential.

18

And I'll -- I'll speak a little bit about

19

that a little later on.

20

includes removing our energy standards from the

21

Building Code, okay, and that would be the front

22

part of the bill where we have that whole section

23

being deleted.

24
25

The

the bill also

And then the back part of that, the second
part of the bill would be the actual adoption of the
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1

Model Energy Code.

2

the bill.

3

deleting what's already in the Code, okay?

4

And that starts on page 23 of

So everything prior to page 23 is just

And our adoption strategy is slightly

5

different than the other counties in that we're

6

adopting this document as is.

7

we're just mentioning what the amendments are, okay?
At this point, I could briefly go over some

8

9

And in our ordinance,

of the

well,

I think that a lot of you are -- are

10

wondering, you know, what's the difference between

11

the old standard that we have and the -- the current

12

-- our current Building Code standards as well, in

13

relationship to the Model Energy Code?
And like I said, the standards that we have

14
15

right now are probably in the neighborhood of 15 to

16

20 years old, and they don't address things like,

17

for example, reheating of air-conditioned air, okay?

18

We have no requirements or no restrictions

19

regarding that, but it's come to my attention that

20

in some buildings, they might be doing that.

21

might be cooling air and then reheating it for

22

human

23

occupancy.

24

25

They

just to make it comfortable for human

We don't have a provision dealing with air
conditioning of unenclosed spaces like in a lot of
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1

the malls, you'll see tenant spaces that are

2

air-conditioned, but the doors are left wide open.

3

So we don't have any requirements relative to that,

4

but they are in the Model Energy Code.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8
9
10

Chair, one quick question.

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Nagamine, if we -- what -- what

year are we on in the Electrical Code right now?
MR. NAGAMINE:

What was that again?

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

What is the -- the current year of

11

the -- the approved Electrical Code that your

12

department works from?

13
14
15

MR. NAGAMINE:

We're using 1999 Electrical Code, but we're

thinking about adopting the more recent Code.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

By adopting the more recent Code,

16

would some of these things in the proposal be

17

addressed?

18

MR. NAGAMINE:

We -- no.

Well, I -- we anticipate that

19

there will be some conflicts, but we don't know

20

exactly where the conflicts are.

21

provision in -- in the Model Energy Code that says

22

that the life CT requirement would prevail over --

23

whichever is the more restrictive in requirement

24

would prevail.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

But there is a

Thank you.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Are there any other -- any other areas,

2

Mr. Nagamine, that you can just highlight for us

3

that would -- are present in this Model Energy Code

4

that we may not be aware of as --

5

MR. NAGAMINE:

Well, I just mentioned the two of those,

6

and I'm sure that there's more, but maybe we could,

7

you know, defer that until Monday.

8

Monday.

9
10

CHAIR TAVARES:
MR. NAGAMINE:

Okay.

Okay.

Next week

Fine.

If you had a chance to review the bill, I

11

could briefly go over some of the amendments and

12

what they mean.

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MR. NAGAMINE:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

I think we'll hold that off.
Okay.
We had a pretty horrendous week last week,

16

and I'd be surprised if -- if Members had time to go

17

over this and the MRA proposal over the weekend, but

18

just to -- as I said before, to bring this subject

19

up so that we could kind of hear about it and

20

what -- a little bit in general.

21

We will be having some other folks come into

22

our next meeting to discuss it in more detail, so if

23

we have that time between now and then to

24

familiarize ourselves with this.

25

And if there -- if you don't mind, I'd like
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1

to have the public testimony portion on this subject

2

now.

3

followed by James Loux and -- Loux, I'm sorry.

4

Loux?

Mr. Carl Freedman will be first and --

5

MR. LOUX:

Loux.

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

Loux, okay.

James Loux and then Earle

7

Ifuku.

And if there's anyone else who wishes to

8

testify on this subject matter, please feel free to

9

do so.
. . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

10
11

MR. FREEDMAN:

Hello, my name is Carl Freedman.

I live in

12

Haiku.

13

consultant here on the island regarding utility

14

energy planning, and I'm here also as a citizen.

15

I'm here to offer -- I have three general

I'm here testifying on my own behalf.

I'm a

16

comments.

17

energy code, and I'm glad that we have it out on the

18

table for some review.

19

specifics to really be familiar about those, but I'm

20

assuming there's going to be time to look at those.

21

First is to offer general support for an

I haven't looked at all the

And the -- the comment I have regarding the

22

Code is I think along with the Code, there are

23

several challenges that are going to need to be

24

addressed, particularly the administration and

25

enforcement of the Code, and those are significant
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1

aspects of getting the Code to make any difference.

2

And so those -- I think conversation about that's

3

going to have to happen in conjunction with the

4

Code.

5

The second thing I want to do today is

6

announce the formation of a working group on

7

electrical efficiency that I'm in the process of

8

putting together now, and I hope that we will be

9

able to have some comments regarding the Code.

10

I don't want to prejudge where the group's

11

going to go or what we're going to -- issues we're

12

going to talk about, but the objections of this

13

group are going to be to look broadly at energy

14

efficiency and load management possibilities for the

15

County, including utilities programs, nonutility

16

programs, partnerships that might happen.

17

I think where the action has been with energy

18

efficiency so far has been Federal standards and our

19

local utilities DSM programs.

20

there are a lot of things that could happen outside

21

of the context of that, that are going to involve

22

partnerships with other

23

institutions we have here, including the County.

24
25

And there's a lot

all the other

So I'm trying to put together a working group
that's going to take a cross-section in here and
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1

look at as many issues and as many approaches as we

2

can.

3

And I just wanted to mention that now because

4

it -- we may

5

I'm just in the beginning of forming this, right,

6

but we have the support of Maui Electric Company.

7

I mean, this -- we're just in the

This group came out as a dialogue with Maui

8

Electric Company about their approaches for the next

9

integrated resource planning process and that

10

certainly we'd like to get as many suggestions early

11

on in that process that the utilities role can work

12

hand in hand with maybe some other opportunities

13

there are.

14

And the third thing I want to do is just

15

remind the Council.

16

legislators and administrators that the County has

17

three general roles regarding energy, and one of

18

them is as a regulator.

19

people are allowed to do and not allowed to do, and

20

that's where the Energy Code fits in, but you also

21

have roles as investors.

22

I keep reminding government

You make rules about what

The County can be -- provide financing or

23

provide its own projects, and lastly as a customer.

24

You are a very large customer of energy services,

25

and I'll mention this -- the reason I wanted to
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bring this up now is we just had a presentation of

2

buildings that the County may be building.
And you're just entering a budget session,

3

4

and one of the items on your budget session, I mean

5

you spend 10 to $12 million a year, something on

6

that order, on electricity, and other fuels are --

7

are in addition to that.
That money, that line item is an accumulation

8
9

of capital improvements decisions that have been

10

made over years and years and years and years.

11

I'd like to encourage the County once again when

12

you're specking out buildings and you're --

13

you're -- as a customer, look at the energy aspect

14

of it.

15

So

The people who are designing, the architects

16

will look at whatever you tell them to and to

17

whatever degree you tell them to.

18

day lighting, if you want windows that open, if you

19

want to have energy issues taken into account in

20

your buildings, then you need to make that part of

21

the capital improvement process.

22

But if you want

And in general, I think that, you know, when

23

you talk about the Energy Code, that's kind of a

24

bottom line of what people are allowed to do.

25

as customers, you can go way beyond that in terms of
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how you make --

2

MR. TAGUCHI:

3

MR. FREEDMAN:

4
5
6
7

Three minutes.
-- your decisions about capital

improvements and energy use.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. -- hold on, Carl.

Mr. Kane?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Freedman,

8

for your comments.

9

maybe some broader comments on your first point that

10

you made in your testimony regarding the enforcement

11

component and the challenges that we're going to

12

face?

13

Would you be able to provide

Would you be able to provide something in

14

writing to this Committee, perhaps at -- at the next

15

meeting that's going to be scheduled or probably

16

earlier than that, and that way maybe we can get

17

some responses from the Administration as to how

18

we're going to be able to overcome some of those

19

potential challenges?

20

I mean, you folks are the experts, you know.

21

I am admittedly not an expert in this so we need

22

some guidance to those people who are aware or --

23

or through your background would understand those

24

challenges probably clearly -- more clearly than us.

25

MR. FREEDMAN:

I don't think in the short term I have very
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1

much detail to say, except just generally the

2

obvious, is that if you're going to have a code

3

and this is not a simple code, if you -- if you read

4

through it.

5

You're going to have to administer it, and
And in -- in

6

you're going to have to enforce it.

7

conjunction with adopting it, you need to address

8

how it's going to work on just the personnel in a

9

practical level.

10

And so it's really a very general comment.

11

And I would be glad to give you comments as they

12

come up, but I don't really have much to offer in

13

the very short term.

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

on what your -- your initial comment was.

16

MR. FREEDMAN:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

I just wanted you to, I guess, expand

Yeah.
And I appreciate your comments.

Thank you.

19

MR. FREEDMAN:

Yeah.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

Any further questions for Mr. Freedman?

21

None.

Thank you very much, Carl.

We look forward

22

to hearing from you.

23

going to be scheduled is on March 1st so it's like

24

next week Monday, okay?

25

by Earle Ifuku.

Our next meeting that this is

James Loux to be followed
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MR. LOUX:

Good morning.

Good morning, Madame Chair and

2

Council Members.

3

on my own.

4

of course is adding code to the existing Building

5

Code.

6

I'm James Loux and speaking here

The Model Energy Code that's being added

And as you point out there -- as has been

7

pointed out, there are enforcement issues, as well

8

as realities.

9

you're going to add cost to that construction,

10
11

When you add code to construction,

typically.
And the question you have to ask is why?

Why

12

would I want to do that?

13

justified on the basis of public safety, and that's

14

a more obvious reason why we would do that.

15

Normally, the codes are

This is for energy efficiency, which perhaps

16

is not as obvious.

17

enforcement, the real advantage of adding these

18

codes is that you have many programs existing now

19

and -- and economic drivers to cause people to want

20

to have energy efficiency.

21

And when you talk about an

But in reality for new construction, there

22

are barriers to making that happen.

23

barrier, of course, is fundamentally that the person

24

who's often developing that project, the developer,

25

is not the person who owns that project in the long
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1

term and who ends up paying the energy bill.

2

And that is why the Code is needed to

3

encourage and require the developer to actually put

4

in energy-efficient equipment because in fact,

5

unless he's forced to do it, when the project gets

6

expensive and he suddenly realizes he doesn't have

7

enough money to do all the things he wanted to do,

8

the energy-efficient equipment is the first thing to

9

go.

10

So as Carl Freedman said, enforcing it is

11

important.

12

needing to have -- needing to have the energy

13

Model Energy Code included.

14

created -- or can be bypassed by enforcing the Code.

15

And that issue really is what drives

That barrier can be

What it actually does is mandates a minimum

16

amount of energy efficiency within that

17

construction.

18

efficient it could be, but it makes it at least all

19

new construction would have a minimum level of

20

energy efficiency.

21

It doesn't make it the most energy

And that's really significant in terms of

22

continuing to develop the County facilities and also

23

in terms of developing the new residential housing.

24

I think it was alluded to, Article 14, which in this

25

Code actually talks about having the roof insulated
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1

in residential properties.

2

that even when you have a situation where the

3

house -- the home is not air-conditioned.

4

And it talks about doing

The intent there, I believe, was to create a

5

situation where with the roof insulated, you

6

actually don't even really need to air condition the

7

home.

8

how much circulation you can have, insulating the

9

roof may in fact preclude the need for air

10

Very often, depending on where you are and

conditioning.
But if people choose to air condition the

11

12

home, at least they will use a lot less energy when

13

they go to trying to cool it.

14

one's -- again sounds like it's just adding cost to

15

every new home, you have to balance that with what

16

the impact is on energy use both presently and in

17

the future.

18

MR. TAGUCHI:

19

MR. LOUX:

20
21
22

So although that

Three minutes.

Okay.

Those are my comments for this morning.

Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

And I -- I hope you'll

have more comments for us at the next meeting.

23

MR. LOUX:

Certainly.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. LOUX:

Thank you, James.

Thank you.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Earle Ifuku?

And if there's anyone

2

else who wishes to offer some comments at this time,

3

you know, please step up to the podium, and we'll

4

get you signed up afterwards.

5

So you had no life over the weekend, right?
You studied this?

6

7

MR.

IFUKU:

Yeah.

Fortunately, we have a lot of people

8

real knowledgeable on staff and have had a lot of

9

experience in evaluating the other codes around the

10

counties and the State.

11

I have prepared testimony so let me, if you

12

don't mind,

13

Good morning, Chair Tavares and Members of the

14

Energy and Economic Development Committee.

15

is Earle Ifuku.

16

Company's Customer Service Department.

17

just go ahead and read into the record.

My name

I'm the Manager of Maui Electric

My testimony today is in general support for

18

the adoption of the Model Energy Code for the County

19

of Maui and specifically in support of this proposed

20

bill, BED-5 subpart 2.

21

MECO's position is that this Model Energy

22

Code Bill should be approved now in its current

23

form.

24

reasons for our support of this bill.

25

I would like to take a minute to explain the

Very simply, the adoption of the Model Energy
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1

Code is, in our view, the right thing to do for the

2

community and the environment.

3

public policy message to everyone.

4

It sends the right

Since the inception of MECO's Demand Site

5

Management or what we refer to as DSM as far as

6

utility jargon, DSM programs in late 1996, MECO has

7

worked with the local community, residential and

8

commercial customers, architects, engineers,

9

contractors and developers, financial institutions,

10

and other trade allies to encourage them to make

11

investments in energy efficiency.

12

We want to acknowledge the effort of the

13

community for their voluntary participation in

14

MECO's DSM programs.

15

about $8.2 million in cash incentives to customers

16

to invest in energy efficiency.

17

Maui has been able to save approximately 7.3

18

megawatts, which is enough energy to provide power

19

to about 2,100 residential homes.

20

To date, MECO has provided

And as a community,

In terms of reducing Maui's dependence on

21

fossil fuel, we are currently saving about 230,000

22

barrels of oil each year as a result of those

23

investments.

24

25

While we feel the programs have been very
successful, we also recognize that the current set
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1

of DSM programs have limitations, the result in loss

2

energy savings opportunities.

3

This is where the adoption of a Model Energy

4

Code will have the greatest benefit.

5

Energy Code is adopted, MECO will expect to see a

6

reduction in the voluntary participation in some of

7

our commercial programs primarily.

8
9

If the Model

However, the reduced participation in our DSM
programs will be more than offset by an increase in

10

the overall participation through mandates in higher

11

energy efficiency baseline standards, as presented

12

in the proposed Model Energy Code Bill.

13

As the old adage goes, less is more.

And in

14

this case, there will be no unintended consequences

15

to the health and safety of the public.

16

the combination of voluntary utility programs,

17

including an expansion of new DSM programs that we

18

are currently developing, and mandatory Model Energy

19

Code will result in an overall increase in the

20

market penetration for energy efficiency.

21

In effect,

Hawaii is at a critical point in its quest to

22

reduce its reliance on imported oil, and Maui is no

23

different in that regard.

24

energy efficiency is one of the viable options that

25

can make a real difference.

Aggressive pursuit of
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The adoption of the Model Energy Code is

1

2

another opportunity for MECO and the County to work

3

together as partners.

4

partnership, MECO is willing to provide resources

5

and support to the County to conduct information

6

workshops, develop and conduct education and

7

training programs to make the community aware of the

8

requirements for the Model Energy Code.

9

this -- the message is that you have our support for

10

In the spirit of our

This is

this bill.

11

In closing, I want to say that MECO commends

12

the Committee's efforts, and thank you for this

13

opportunity to submit testimony in support of this

14

bill.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions for

16

Mr. Ifuku?

17

to -- to show your support of it.

18

that this is just another opportunity for the public

19

and private sector to work together on something

20

that's important for the entire community.

21

you very much.

22

MR. IFUKU:

And I really appreciate your being here

Thank you.

And I do agree

So thank

And I think this does address

23

Council Chair's question regarding the practicality

24

of regulation.

25

and information and support through the network, and

It does involve a lot of education
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1

that's what our suggestive role would be in

2

the proposal.

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes.

Thank you.

in

Thank you very much.

4

Mr. Kobayashi, I see you're here in the audience.

5

Do you have any comments to offer at this time, or

6

do you want to wait until March 1st?

7

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I'll answer any questions.

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

9

Does anybody have any questions for

-- for Kal at this point?

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

I do.
Kal, could -- if you could come

12

down.

13

anybody else in the audience that wishes to offer

14

testimony?

15

you can sign up afterwards.

16

for the record.

17

MR. ALBERT:

Thank you.

Before we do that,

is there

Why don't you come forward, and -- and
Just state your name

Hi, my name's Brad Albert, and I'm a partner

18

in a company called Rising Sun Solar, and we install

19

solar -- hot water and solar electric systems.

20

And I guess I just wanted to bring it to the

21

Council's attention and also maybe make a suggestion

22

that you, I don't think, require it but maybe add

23

some incentive into your Building Code to not only

24

use less energy, but possibly install systems which

25

actually generate the energy that's being used in
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the home.
So just to tell you briefly what we do, and

3

it's something which is in place throughout the

4

country, as well as Maui County, is net metering,

5

which means that you can install a solar electric

6

system on your home, and it will generate

7

electricity for that home.

8

And when you're not using that electricity,

9

it flows on to the grid and goes to your neighbor.

10

And when that happens, your meter spins backwards.

11

And then at night when you're -- there's no sun,

12

there's no solar power being generated, you can pull

13

electricity from the grid.

14

forth and then at the end of the month, you pay the

15

net difference.

16

And again, you know,

And it goes back and

I don't think this is

17

something that should be required, but other states

18

have adopted into their building codes incentives

19

for people to put these systems in.

20

A system for a home would cost maybe $20,000

21

to $30,000, and it would essentially produce all the

22

electricity needed for that home.

23

you keep building buildings, and we keep talking

24

about energy efficiency, and -- you know, and it's

25

good to save energy, but what does that mean?
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And I think on some level when you talk about

1

2

public safety, every time you turn on a light or

3

you, you know, turn on a TV or anything, it's great

4

if it's being -- if it's more efficient and it's not

5

using as much electricity, but it's still using

6

some.
And that electricity,

7

somewhere something's

8

being burned, and, you know, we're heating up the

9

planet with all the carbon we're releasing into the

10

atmosphere.

And so in -- in a larger sense, we are

11

affecting not only our public safety but the world.
And we're only a small little island, but I

12
13

think across the country, you know, we could

14

know,

15

the forefront of energy conservation, but I think

16

the hot water program is, you know, one of the best

17

programs in the country, and I think that this solar

18

electric revolution is starting to happen in

19

California.

20

you

I don't know if Maui County is, you know, on

New Jersey and New York have big subsidies

21

for solar electricity so I guess in essence what I'm

22

saying is this is just another thing which you might

23

not be aware of that, you know, a home doesn't have

24

to even consume any power.

25

power, but it's also generating the amount of power

It is consuming some
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1

that it's using.
And in doing that, it's not producing any

2
3

noise or emissions.

And -- and if you finance a

4

home over 30 years and you put another $20,000 into

5

the home, you know, that payment every month is

6

roughly about the same as what you would pay for

7

your electric bill.
So it makes some financial sense to do it and

8

9

for businesses or like was commented on, you know,

10

you have a lot of roof space on your own buildings

11

which you could, you know, look into the

12

the feasibility of putting renewable energy systems

13

and trying to set some example for the community in

14

doing that.

the --

And I also just wanted to say that, you know,

15
16

the best thing and the most cost-effective thing is

17

to use less electricity so I fully support as a

18

citizen this bill, and I just think that you should

19

look to

20

MR. TAGUCHI:

21

MR. ALBERT:

Three minutes.
do more than just adopt the minimum but

22

maybe set some incentives, whether they be property

23

tax or some other way of -- of incentivising people

24

to -- to look for power generation, as well as

25

conservation.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you very much for your

2

comments.

3

thermal, or you do solar TV also?

4

MR. ALBERT:

You said your company, you install solar

We do solar -- yeah, TV is our main focus,

5

but we do solar hot water systems because in my

6

experience, anyone who's going to put a solar

7

electric system in would always do a solar hot water

8

system as well, so we do both.

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any questions for our

10

testifier?

11

can get you on -- on the record.

12

further questions or comments at this time from

13

anyone in the audience who wishes to testify?

14

not, we'll close the public testimony portion

15

without objection.

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

Thank you.

Any

If

No objections.

.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

17
18

Okay, make sure you sign up here so we

CHAIR TAVARES:

Members, do you have any comments at this

19

point in time?

20

subject up and allow people, and we have

21

disseminated some copies of the Model Energy Code to

22

various groups and organizations in the -- in the

23

County, anticipating that we will have lively

24

discussion on our March 1st meeting where we'll talk

25

about -- more in detail about the Code and possible,

As I said, we wanted to bring the
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1

you know, further amendments to it.

2

So at this time, Mr. Kobayashi has come down.

3

He's our County Energy Specialist.

4

I believe you had a question for Kal?

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And Mr. Hokama,

Thank you, Chair.

And -- and I

6

will be away for national business during your March

7

1st meeting so if you allow me to ask --

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Sure.

Go ahead.
my questions now?

Mr. Kobayashi,

Thank you.

10

Excuse me.

can you tell us what has

11

changed since the last time Council considered

12

adopting the Model Energy Code?
And let me preface that I think a few years

13
14

back when we chatted with you,

15

Council came away with -- with the understanding

16

that pretty much County of Maui either met or --

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Superseded.
superseded the -- the

19

expectations of the

20

time.

21

have things changed?

22
23

I -- I believe

of the Energy Code at that

Are we still in that same situation, or -- or

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I'm not so sure anything has changed.

least I can't think of any.

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

You're on?

You're on.
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1

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So except from the regulatory

3

standpoint of Mr. Nagamine and updating some of the

4

standards, what is Maui County's benefit?

5

MR. KOBAYASHI:

The benefit of this Code would be to

6

prevent bad projects from going through.

As I

7

stated earlier,

8

Management Programs are catching the vast majority

9

of new projects coming on board, in that people are

I think Maui Electric's Demand Site

10

complying with Maui Electric's higher standards to

11

get a rebate, as Mr. Ifuku alerted

12

This Code could, in fact

alluded to.
I guess it would

13

be offset -- basically may lose some of the

14

voluntary compliance to their higher standards.

15

From a general perspective, it means that people

16

will be complying with a minimum standard.

17

The counter to that is that when they're not

18

complying with a voluntary standard, they're not

19

getting a rebate so it's more of a cost from the

20

customer's perspective.

21

your question.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I'm not sure I answered

I'm following through because five

23

years ago when we took up the Waena consideration

24

and, you know, we worked hard on the Energy

25

Subcommittee, as well as various times we discussed
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the Energy Code, I was just curious how we've

2

continually progressed or

3

allover the last few years.

4

MR. KOBAYASHI:

or not progressed at

Perhaps we have progressed in that since

5

that last meeting, the County Council has initiated

6

a loan program, another voluntary assistance-type

7

program, so that has also helped.

8

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is there something financially

beneficial to this County if we adopt the State's

10

Code,

such as the State -- the appropriate

11

department would give the County a million dollars

12

for new projects or other considerations?

13

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Not that I'm aware of.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is that -- is there any incentive

15

for us to be part of this State Code versus adopting

16

just our own Maui County Energy Code?

17

if Mr. Nagamine has comments.

18

MR. KOBAYASHI:

No,

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I don't know

I can't think of any.
I'm just -- I'm just wondering

20

if -- if it makes sense for us to adopt a

21

with -- with amendments code of the Hawaii Energy

22

Code?

23
24
25

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Well, the benefit is that we would be in

compliance with State Law.
CHAIR TAVARES:

'93

That's one benefit.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

An interesting thing, though,

2

there's no penalty for not being in compliance with

3

this law.

4

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Yeah.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

And I think, Mr. Hokama, the -- and

6

others, the intention of the Chair in this case is

7

to -- you know, like I said, we're bringing this

8

subject up.

9

would be for this Committee to act on a code amended

10
11

I would hope that -- my -- my goal

by the end of this term.
So it's not like I'm trying to pass this on

12

March 1st.

13

opportunity for members of the public to comment on

14

this, and we're going to be having,

15

comments.

16

I think that we need to have lots of

I think,

We have sent this already besides to MECO to

17

DBEDT, State DBEDT, the Maui Contractor's

18

Association, the Chamber of Commerce, AlA Maui,

19

that's the architects, the Maui Board of Realtors,

20

Maui Community College, the Sierra Club, and Maui

21

Tomorrow so far.

22

If there are any other organizations that you

23

think that we should just send a -- you know, a

24

specific copy to, please let our Staff know because

25

I think the more widespread the information is about
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1

this, I think that through the community

2

participation, we can actually do maybe more than

3

what's suggested in this Code as amended.

4

If we feel that there should be -- you know,

5

because it's a '93 and we feel that that's a little

6

below -- behind the times for us and we want to see

7

something go in another direction as a policy for

8

the County of Maui, I would encourage people to look

9

at, you know, more restrictive or -- or things that

10

promote on a higher level the energy conservation

11

that I think will benefit all of us here in Maui

12

County.

13

do that.

14

So please feel free to encourage folks to
Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I just asked those questions,

15

Chair, because there are some legislation at the

16

Legislature that may make a difference, I

17

think.

18

wheeling

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

21

considerations.

22

Legislature and become State Law, I would -- I would

23

assume it would make an impact on this Energy Code,

24

would it not, Mr. Kobayashi?

25

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I would

I have sent in testimony to support

Yes.
-- net metering and other types of
And if those make it through the

It would make an impact perhaps on our
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1

island and how -- or in our County and how we use

2

energy, but I see it being separate from the Code.
The Code, again, only prevents a bad project

3

4

from moving forward.

5

really to help promote efficiency and renewables, to

6

help us come closer to an optimum level at least

7

from the County's perspective, as opposed to

8

preventing bad stuff.

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So the other initiatives are

So it's a different --

You work with it a lot more than

10

most of us, so give us an example of the bad project

11

or the bad proposal that this Code would prohibit

12

or -- or disallow.

13
14

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I -- I can't come up with an example right

now, quite honestly.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

I can.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Please, Chair.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

For example, the reason why that

Yeah.

18

the roof insulation is in -- is in this Code, right

19

now, nobody's required to put insulation in their

20

roofs.

21

construction.

22

And it, of course, saves cost on

Now, the person who buys it finds out in a

23

very short time that it's unbearable to live in this

24

house without air conditioning so that homeowner

25

then goes out and buys window unit air conditioning
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1

or goes through the process of putting central air

2

in.

3

Well, if you don't insulate, you know, you're

4

wasting money.

5

because you're passing a cost on to the person who's

6

occupying the house.

7

So to me, that's a bad project

As a developer or builder, you make your

8

money, you get out, but then you stick your customer

9

with the reality that their energy bills are going

10

to be high if they put in this air conditioning or

11

their lives are going to be very uncomfortable

12

because they don't have air conditioning, where it

13

could have easily been solved by -- or helped by

14

putting in the -- the roof insulation.

15

Now, I notice that this Code does not have

16

wall insulation as part of its requirements so we

17

need to get into a discussion about that, too.

18

those are some of the things.

But

19

And I think on a commercial basis, it's even

20

more magnified what the impact could be for lack of

21

simple things like air -- well, what I call a simple

22

thing like insulation.

23

If you look at some of those warehouses that

24

are in our industrial area and the people that have

25

to work in those warehouses that have no insulation,
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1

the temperature in that place exceeds a hundred

2

degrees, you know, in the winter.

3

about what it is in the summer, but we are

4

subjecting our community members who have to have a

5

job work in those kind of conditions.

I'm not talking

So those are I think some of the -- the bad

6

7

projects that perhaps Mr. Kobayashi's referring to,

8

but I think we have tons of examples of that in our

9

community now.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

If I can ask Mr. Nagamine, as you

11

heard the Chair's comments, more than likely when

12

this Council decides to adopt a revised Energy Code,

13

what would -- additional support would your

14

department may need?
Would you need additional positions for

15
16

enforcement or -- or a compliance officer?

17

see any additional budgetary requirements?

18

MR. NAGAMINE:

Do you

Well, going into this meeting, our -- our

19

intent would be that it would just follow the same

20

kind of a certification pattern that we've had with

21

our existing Building Code requirements, in that the

22

designer of the Project would certify that they're

23

in compliance with the energy requirements for the

24

Project.

25

And that would -- we were thinking that that
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1

would carryover to the Model Energy Code.

2

counties aren't prepared to do their own in-house

3

review, okay, with exception of the City and County

4

of Honolulu who do have.

5

staffing.

6

All the

That County does have

They have mechanical engineers on staff, but

7

even they are not staffed to the level that they can

8

review every single project that comes across so

9

they're only doing spot checks.

So again, if you

10

want us to get more involved in the enforcement

11

aspect, yes, we will need additional people.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Yeah, and I would hope, Mr. Nagamine, that

14

you'll be prepared to address that issue at the

15

March 1st meeting because that is important for us

16

to consider.

17

You know, we can have all these laws but if

18

we don't have enforcement, there's no -- you know,

19

do we want to still have the laws on the book and

20

and rely on spot checks or whatever?

21

could prepare something to address that at the next

22

meeting would be helpful.

23

MR. NAGAMINE:

So if you

Go ahead.

I've been in my position for over ten years

24

already.

And in my tenure down across the street,

25

I've never had one case where the -- an issue has
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1

come up with, you know, a violation of the energy

2

conservation requirement, you know.

3

And we're pretty much complaint oriented,

4

like we're not going to investigate a project unless

5

there's a complaint against it.

6

that same mode and we do adopt this Code and we do

7

get a complaint, then we'll -- we'll have to kind of

8

pull our resources to find out if they're in

9

violation of the Code or not.

10
11

And so if we are in

But again, that scenario has not happened for
the past ten years.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Mateo?

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank -- thank you, Madame Chair.

I

14

guess my -- my

my comments would be towards

15

Mr. Kobayashi.

I think if you're looking at the

16

Code as only identifying bad projects,

17

need to really take a look at the overall picture of

18

the Code because to me, there's a lot -- a lot of

19

good in there than just identifying what's bad.

20

I think we

And I think with that said, can you tell me

21

what -- what your relationship will be working with

22

the Department in -- in actually seeing that the

23

Code does move forward?

24
25

MR. KOBAYASHI:
counties,

I envision my role similar to the other
in that they do not get involved.
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not see a future role.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

But as the economic -- as the Energy

3

Coordinator for the County and as -- as we go

4

through drafting our own via amendments or adopting

5

existing, shouldn't you -- your -- your involvement

6

be -- be a little more direct?

7

MR. KOBAYASHI:

If your question is as you're developing

8

this if you'd like my input, definitely I'll be

9

happy to.

I thought your question was after this is

10

adopted, what my role would be.

11

counties, the Energy Coordinators are not involved

12

in the day-to-day implementation of this at all.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And like the other

I'm just concerned, Madame

14

Chair, because this County does have, you know, an

15

individual in this particular field.

16

be a sense of expertise, and I would hope that we

17

would be able to -- be able to draw from that

18

expertise so we're able to get a better

19

understanding, other than looking at a potential

20

code as just, you know, looking specifically at what

21

it does not do.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

There should

Uh-huh.
Thank you.

And I look forward to more comments from

Mr. Kobayashi through this process, too.
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MR. KOBAYASHI:

And -- and I'll be happy to.

I just want

2

to let you know on March 1st, I'll be off island so

3

I won't be available.

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

If you can submit something to us

5

in writing, that would be appreciated.

And I know

6

you've been in conversation with Mr. Nagamine

7

through this process so there has been some

8

collaboration between the two areas.

Thank you.

I was just reminded that we have a site

9

10

inspection to attend.

Those of us who are going to

11

this, take the County vehicles.

12

because we're running later than we thought we were

13

going to run.

And they're excited

14

But I want to thank the Members for attending

15

today and participating with us and know that -- let

16

you know that we are looking forward to lots more

17

discussion and that we want to have a Model Energy

18

Code that will maybe be the model for the rest of

19

the State when we get done with it.

20
21

ACTION:

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

comments?

23

(Gavel.)

24

ADJOURNED:

Okay.

DEFER pending further discussion.

Any other last announcements or

If not, this meeting is adjourned.

11: 53 a.m.
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1

2

STATE OF HAWAII
SS.

3

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5
6

I, Wendy M. Char, Certified Shorthand Reporter for

7

the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the proceedings

8

were taken down by me in machine shorthand and was

9

thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

further certify that I am not attorney for any of

I

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 20th day of March, 2004, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18
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Wendy M. Char, CSR NO. 401
Notary Public, State of Hawaii
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